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Message

Prof. R.C. Bhattacharya
Chaimrna – AIMS Bengal Region

On the occasion of AIMS Eastern Regional Conference on 24th August,2019 at BIMS, it is indeed a pleasure
for me to be associated as the Chairman of AIMS Bengal Chapter.
Since, its inception in 1988, AIMS has been doing a tremendous job in maintaining and upgrading academic
standard of Management Schools in India. It is a mouth piece for its members in Indian and international
forums. It also represents its members to the Government and Industry and safeguards its members. All of us
have a duty to assist AIMS in this effort.
Our school, Globsyn Business School has been a life member of AIMS from the begining and represented
the Eastern India for many years. We had a great opportunity to host a Deans and Directors meeting at our
Salt Lake campus many years ago where we had the honour of having many dignitaries like Dr. Upinder
Dhar, Prof. Masood Ahmed, Father Abraham, Prof. Uday Salunkhe and many others.
Since then, our region could not arrange another Deans and Directors meeting at Kolkata for a long time,
altough, Globsyn and AIMS organised an International Conference on “Spirituality in Management
Education” in 2017, where Prof. Masood Ahmed represented AIMS in place of Dr. B.V. Sangvikar who
could not come as he was away abroad.
I am happy that Dr. Ramakanta Patra of BIMS, Salt Lake took the initiative this time and organised a
Regional Conference at Bhavan's Campus on 24th August.
We, at the last meeting of Bengal Chapter held at NSHM, looked at a number of topics but ultimately chose
the topic as “New Paradigms in Management”.
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Message

On the one hand, Management Schools in Eastern India are not having enough intake and on the other hand
jobs in the region are shrinking. The position seems to be similar at other places as well.
A recent study done by AACSB in US found that many management schools are losing foreign studnets to
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics). These schools are, therefore, trying to
integrate some of these subjects in the management curriculum to attract such students. Many educationists
say that this is the age of Polymath i.e. there should be cross functional approach in our management
education system where technology should also find a place. There seems to be a need to integrate
management subjects with some from STEM area. We should, therefore, look at “New Paradigms in
Management”.
Similarly, a lot of changes are happening in computer, tele-communication and other technology areas.
These new areas are impacting Business and Management interms of productivity, efficiency and
effectiveness. Some of these areas are Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, IoT, Robotics stc. So, the
question is whether and how the management schools can integrate these areas also in management?
Moreover, many educationists like Dr. Srikant Datar, Chairman of Harvard Innovation Lab found that to be a
good manager, a student must not only be intelligent about his/her subjects and be skillful on the job but
he/she should be a good human being. Many organisations like – ITC are talking about 3 P's that is a modern
manager should not only look at Economic Profit but also should take care of the People and the Planet.
The management education sector is therefore at crossroads. We need to look at the Emerging Paradigm of
Management Education from different angles and design our curriculum and pedagogy which can create
capable leaders of tomorrow with a human face. Therefore. The present topic of the conference, “New
Paradigms in Management”. is very apt.
I hope the deliberations in this conference will show us a way for determining the correct path for
Management Education in future.

Prof. R.C. Bhattacharya
Chairman
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Message

Dr. Sujata Mangaraj
Regional Vice President AIMS Eastern Region

It is indeed a great pleasure that AIMS West Bengal Chapter in collaboration with Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan
Institute of Management Science, Kolkata is organising the Eastern Region Convention 2019 & National
Seminar on the topic "New Paradigms in Management" on 24th August 2019 at BVBIMS, Kolkata.
Business has become more complex and competitive. Globalization and economic conditions has made work
environments more challenging. Working environments has witnessed numerous changes from uniformity to
diversity, individual work to team work, horizontal to vertical organization structure, external control to selfcontrol, supervision to motivational leadership, fixed time table to flexible hours of work, hard work to smart
work and boundary less work.
A variety of driving forces provoke this change. Increasing telecommunications has shortened the world
substantially. Increasing diversity of workers has brought in a wide array of differing values, perspectives
and expectations among stakeholders. Public consciousness has become much more sensitive and demanding
that organizations be more socially responsible. In this context organizations need to adopt new paradigms in
managing businesses, be responsive and responsible to the stakeholders.
This convention has appropriately organized to create a platform for interaction of all the stakeholders of
management education where the discussions regarding emerging trends in business and its implication on
business education will be deliberated. I am sure it will give a promising guideline for shaping the future of
business education.
On behalf of the Association of Indian Management Schools (AIMS) and on my personal behalf. I sincerely
congratulate the organizing committee of the seminar and wish it a grand success.
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Message

Message from Dr. G V Subramanian
Director Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan Kolkata Kendra
It is my immense pleasure to welcome you all to the AIMS Eastern Regional Conference on New Paradigms
of Management in association with Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan Institute of Management Science Kolkata. This
conference provides an opportunity for the meeting of Researchers, thought leaders, corporates and
academicians in the various research and development fields of Management and interdisciplinary area. I
hope eminent speakers will cover the theme from different perspectives. I am privileged to say that this
conference will definitely offer suitable solutions to the global issues. I am also most grateful to the
supporting organizations, which have provided support to this conference financially and technically, in spite
of the present economic scenario. The success of this conference is solely on the dedication and efforts of
innumerable people who started working on the preparations much before in many ways to make this
Conference become a reality. Eventually I express my special thanks and appreciation to all.
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Message

Message from Dr. R K Patra
Principal Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan Institute of Management Science Kolkata
As a conference organizing secretary of this conference, I am pleased to welcome you all for the AIMS
Eastern Regional Conference on New Paradigms in Management. The conference is a camouflage wealth of
knowledge, innovation and technology that lies within. It is itself is a niche of opportunities to all aspiring
scholars and researchers. To keep up with the growth of technological revolution and changing management
scenario AIMS along with BIMS brings before you the conference. This conference is a unique forum for
exchange of innovative ideas, management expertise for managing advancements in the dynamic field of
management. It includes keynote address from Academicians and paper presentation by research scholars. It
is a matter of joy for us to welcome the participants to this conference. I thank the sponsors for sponsoring
this conference. In a nutshell, the conference promises to transcend to a new and unprecedented level of
excellence. It is thus the zenith where management, technology and skill meets opportunities and guidance. It
is a milestone that one would not venture to miss.
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Preface
The AIMS (Association of Indian Management Schools) Eastern Regional Conference on “New Paradigms
In Management” in association with Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan Institute of Management Science, Kolkata is
organized to brainstorm, create, network and disseminate the current management practice and knowledge
exercised currently both in academia and industry. The conference was held at a time when the management
domain itself going through a transition moment. The evolution, also called as Industry 4.0, thus needed to
be identified and comprehended both by the practitioner and thought leader.

This conference has

successfully achieved this target by an overwhelming response from the industry-academia in the form of
galaxy of speakers, double panel discussions and scholastic presentations from myriad fields of over four
dozen in number.
The conference consisted of plenary sessions and parallel sessions and included the following topics:
1.

Industry 4.0 – Imperative for B School Education

2.

Management Education in India

3.

Integration of Technology and Business Strategies

4.

Industry – Institute partnership

5.

Financial Institutes and Markets

6.

Challenges of Marketing in digitalized era

7.

Entrepreneurship

8.

Human Resource Management

9.

Logistics and Supply Chain Management

10.

Application of Analytics in Management

11.

Energy and Environment Management

12.

Sustainability, Values, Ethics and Social Responsibility in Management Education

13.

Society, Business and Environment

14.

Cross Cultural Education
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Preface

15.

Curriculum co-designing/ Customization

Some of the prominent speakers of the conference includes –
Dr. G V Subramanian Director Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan Kolkata Kendra, Mr. Ajoy Bandopadhyay, Director,
MSME-DI, Govt. of India, Kolkata, Dr. Sujata Mangaraj Vice President AIMS Eastern Region, Dr. R C
Bhattacharya Vice Chairman Globsyn Business School Kolkata, Dr. Dhrubajyoti Chattopadhyay, Vice
Chancellor, Amity University Kolkata, Dr. Saikat Maitra, Vice Chancellor, MAKAUT, Mr. Debargha Deb,
Regional HR, Dabur India Ltd., Mr. Nadeem Kazim, Group CHRO, Tractor India Ltd., Mr. Manmeet Singh,
Senior Associate Director, Commercial Excellence, Kellogg’s India Ltd., Dr. Rajagopal Dhar Chakraborti,
Director, IISWBM to name a few.
The conference also hosted a high level productive meeting of all the Deans and Directors of prominent BSchools of Kolkata and around to discuss overall growth and future agenda of the management education
domain in the region.
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About AIMS
The Association of Indian Management Schools (AIMS) is a networking body of B-Schools in India for
professional development of management education and safeguarding the interests of B-Schools in the
country. 30 years ago, in the context of the policy implications arising from the National Education Policy of
1986 (which advocated expansion of “Open University System” and recognized “rural university” model), a
National Conference of Heads of Management Institutions was held at Bangalore from 28th to 30th April,
1988 where it was resolved that “A Network of Management Institutions offering Post-Graduate Courses be
constituted”. Pursuant to this resolution, the Association of Indian Management Schools (AIMS), a nonprofitmaking society was registered on 27th August, 1988 under the Karnataka Societies Registration Act of
1960. As an, AIMS can now boast of having many top class independent networking body institutions like
IIMs, ISB, ASCI, Xavier Institutions, Welingkar Institute of Management (WeSchool), NMIMS, ICFAI,
MDI, S P Jain and many management departments of Universities as its members. It is the official
representative of Indian Management Schools in India as well as in some important international forums. It is
one of the largest networking bodies of B-Schools in the world.
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About BIMS
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan was founded by Kulapati Dr. K. M. Munshi in the year 1938.The founding
members of the Bhavan included Dr. Rajendra Prasad, Shri C Rajagopalachari, Pandit Jawarharlal Nehru,
Sardar Vallab Bhai Patel, several distinguished scholars, statesmen and leaders of modern Indian
Renaissance.
From small beginning, Bhavan has grown into an internationally reputed intellectual, cultural and
educational movement. It has 112 centre of which 7 are overseas and there are 280 constituent institutions.
Bhavan tries to promote education, literature, culture, science, human values and inter- faith harmony for all
around human development.
Our MBA programme is affiliated to the West Bengal University of Technology and is approved by the All
India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India
and Department of Higher education (Technical Education), Govt. of West Bengal. The Institute conducts 2
year MBA program on a regular basis.
The 1st and 2nd semesters contain core subjects. In the 3rd and 4th semesters, students have to specialize in a
particular field of Management. At present, we offer specialization in four areas, Marketing, Human
Resources, Finance and Information Management. To make the students better equipped to handle the everchanging business world, dual specialization is now offered. Students are required to select 3 courses from
one area (Major Specialization) and one course from a different area (Minor Specialization).
MBA students of our Institute continued to perform the best in the university securing top positions since
inception. The students are functional in the industry with pride displaying commendable performance.
Focus of our teaching is to provide that cutting edge for industrial assignments through Seminars, Industry
Visits, Case Studies and Interactive Session with the industry stalwarts.
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An Empirical Study on Businesses Approaches in the Field of Environment &
Society with Special Reference to Tea Industry in North-Eastern Region
Indranil Chatterjee1, Dr. Amit Majumdar2
1

Research Scholar, Mewar University (Rajasthan)
Associate Professor of Commerce, Bijoy Krishna Girls College, Howrah

2

ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Society refers to a group persons living together in
a same economy or same infrastructure etc. On the
other hand, business refers to a process where
goods are exchanged in terms of money. The
common objective of the business is to maximise
their profit. Environment refers to our surrounding
thing i.e. living standards thing etc. It can be
defined as an eco-system is including (1) plants, (2)
animals & (3) biotic factors living together with
abiotic factors. These three factors are closely
interlinked as well as interdependent. In line with
path breaking theory of John Elkington of triple
bottom line approach a harmonization attempt
which has been envisaged in these three types of
sustainability factors which are called Environment,
Economic & Society. Although eminent economist
Milton Friedman opined that the fundamental role
of any businesses is to be achieved maximum profit
yet for long term viability and sustainability.
Therefore, they have to develop humane approach
by building human skill as well as they should
recognise the environmental and social approaches
towards the improvement of the local people. In our
present study we are trying to identify the role of tea
industry towards the society i.e. local up-liftment,
infrastructure development etc. and how they full
fill their task towards the environmental
developments as well as holistic developments in
the society.
Keywords: Tea Industry,
Environmental Development,

Local

JEL Classification: G34, G21, D71.
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upliftment,

Society refers to a group persons living together in a
same economy or same infrastructure etc. On the
other hand, business refers to a process where goods
are exchanged in terms of money. The common
objective of the business is to maximise their profit.
Environment refers to our surrounding thing i.e.
living standards thing etc. It can be defined as an
eco-system is including (1) plants, (2) animals & (3)
biotic factors living together with abiotic factors.
These three factors are closely interlinked as well as
interdependent. In line with path breaking theory of
John Elkington of triple bottom line approach a
harmonization attempt which has been envisaged in
these three types of sustainability factors which are
called Environment, Economic & Society. Although
eminent economist Milton Friedman opined that
the fundamental role of any businesses is to be
achieved maximum profit yet for long term viability
and sustainability. Therefore, they have to develop
humane approach by building human skill as well as
they should recognise the environmental and social
approaches towards the improvement of the local
people.
A. Role of business for improvement of Society
•

Creating More Employment- The companies /
profit making organisation should try to up-lift
the local people by creating more opportunity
for employment. For these companies should
take various steps like women empowerment,
Infrastructure development etc. Providing
training programme to the workers to develop
their skills, educating the local people helps to

1
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generate employment as well as support to
improve their standard of living.
•

•

Environmental Approaches- Companies /
profit making organization should take
initiatives to protect the environment through
plantation, using solar energy, appropriate
sanitation, installation for purify drinking water
& creating dumping ground for waste materials
etc.
Providing training programme- Companies
/profit making organization should take
initiatives to provide training programmes to the
workers. That helps the worker to up-lift them
& creates an opportunity for holistic
development.

B. Role of Corporates for the betterment of the
society
Particulars
Erase Poverty

Examples
• Encouraging business
• Population control
• Women Empowerment
• Create Employment

Environment

•
•
•
•
•

Plantation of tree,
Using solar Energy,
Waste Management,
Disaster Management
Store natural resource

•
•
•

Creating Skill,
Erase illiteracy
Schools
&
higher
education

Education

2. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
•

In our present study we are trying to identify the
role of tea producing industry towards the
society i.e. local up-liftment, infrastructure
development etc

Vol 4. Issue 1 & 2

•

We are trying to analyse how they achieve their
task towards the environmental development as
well as holistic development in the society.
3. PRESENT SCENARIO OF TEA
PRODUCING INDUSTRY IN INDIA
Production Region Wise

Financial Year
(Unit-Quantity in Milion Kg.)
Year

North
India

South
India

Total

2015-16

1008.56

224.58

1233.14

2016-17

1043.11

207.38

1250.49

2017-18

1091.40

233.65

1325.05

2018-19

1124.03

226.01

1350.04

Source: Tea Board of India
• Tea exports ranked fourth in India & it has
extended 232.92 Million kg during the financial
year 2015-16 whereas tea production extended
1233.14 million kg during this year i.e. 2015-16.
It may kindly be noted that the financial year
(2018-19) it extended to 1350.04 Million Kg.
•

Tea is generally produce in Assam; West
Bengal Tamil Nadu & Kerala & it covers 96%
of total production.

•

More Than 50% of Workers are women in tea
industry & it helps to plug the leaves less time
than men.

•

This Industry is a second foreign exchange
earner & it helps the government to get good
revenue.

•

Plantation Labour Act (PLA) 1951 had passed
by the Government for the betterment of the tea
workers. Most of the tea estates in India had
already taken various steps for the holistic
development for the workers.

•

It is well documented that tea is an eco-friendly
industry & most of the tea estates in India have

2
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already taken various measures to protect the
environmental approach, such as
•

Plantation of environmental trees to create more
greenery areas

•

Waste Management

•

Using non-polluted machine for sustainability of
greenery areas

•

Create artificial eco-park

•

Create eco-tourism

•

Water management etc.
4. ECONOMIC CONDITION OF THE TEA
ESTATES WORKERS

•

In 1953 the Central Government had introduced
the Tea Act, 1953 to protect the Indian Tea
Industry.

•

Important scenario that tea sector in India
organised by the private sectors formulated by
the huge formal employment that provides to
tribal women in the remote areas in our country.
But it has been focused that the remote areas are
not suitable for alternative economical activities
due to it is very limited. Since the tea producers
are used to provide housing facilities towards
their permanent workers under the PLA, 1951,
therefore after the retirement from the tea
estates, the workers are not facilitate for their
own land due to shortage of land for
accommodation and also they have no any other
skills.

•

•

The living condition of the tea estates workers
are decreasing in recent years in North- East
India due to decline of the tea prices since 90s in
the international market & it caucused the close
up of many medium size tea estates.
According To the PLA1951 the wages of the tea
plantation workers covers free housing,
sanitation, drinking water, medical, light, fuel,
primary education of the workers’ children,
crèches and subsidised cereals for them and
their dependent family members.
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•

Non availability of subsidies by the respective
producing tea states causes barriers for some of
the tea estates for maintaining the slandered of
housing which enacted in the PLA 1951 &
Rules.
5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The study is based on Primary Data & Secondary
Data. Secondary Data has been extracted from
public Domain & Primary Data has been collected
through interviews.
6. SAMPLE SIZE
In my paper I have chosen two well gamut
companies which are Qualitative Tea Plantation
(Kurti Tea Estate) & Amalgamated Plantation
Limited. These Companies are the key players in
the Indian Tea Industry.
7. DATA SOURCE
Primary information has been extracted through
personal interviews from the management.
Secondary information is extracted from the
newspaper, Journal & Public domain.
8. SURVEY PERIOD
Information has been extracted from recent
published data & public domain as well as personal
interview during end of October, 2018.
9. QUALITATIVE TEA PLANTATION
(KURTI TEA ESTATE)
•

A geographical Overveiw of kurti Tea Estate
Particulars

Name

Block

Nagrakata

District

Jalpaiguri

Area

790.7 hectares

Households

913

Nearest Town

Malbazar 32 km)

3
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•

the

well as local people on social awareness
programme.

Rain Water Harvesting- Factory 4rganizes
rain water harvesting & water-recycling
systematically.

IV. Fire hood – The Company provides fire hood
for the workers for cooking.

Environmental
society

I.

Approaches

towards

II. Waste management- Biozen Organisation in
siliguri has taken responsibility for waste
management. Plastic materials are scientifically
disposed of from the factory.
III. No Chemicals are Used Around15 Mitres
from Tea Estate- Chemicals are not used by
the management around 15 Meters far from the
tea estates which prevents non-curer able
diseases for the workers & local people.
•

Steps for improvement for the workers as
well as local people

I.

Well–Equipped Medical Facility- The
following medical facilities have in the tea
estate.

Particulars

V. Nutrition Awareness Programme- Nutrition
awareness programme is periodically organise
by the management.
•
I.

My Point of Views from field study
Protected Tea Estate- The tea estate is fully
protected by the security guard from the
outsider. When I entered in the tea estate I have
to fill formal register & then the security guard
phoned to the higher authority to give
permission to me to enter in the tea estate

II. Livelihoods of Labour- Most of the workers
of the estate are tribal & illiterate. Management
use to instruct labour in a local language.
10. DAM DIM TEA ESTATE
(AMALGAMATED PLANTATION
LIMITED)

Facility

Doctor

1

Pharmacists

1

Midwives

2

•

A short Geographical scenario of Dam Dim
Tea Estate
Particulars

Name

In past the delivery cases were treated in the tea
estates hospital but now they are referring to Block
hospital. Government sponsors the treatment but the
company provides ambulance.

Grampanchayet

Dam Dim

Block

Mal bazar

District

Jalpaiguri

State

West Bengal

II

Nearest Town

Mal bazar

Human Trafficking. Now a days human
trafficking is a common issue. Not only women
mens are also targeted. Tea management also
told the workers’ unions to alert the workers
from the trafficking.

III Social Awareness Programme- Management
use to organise a social awareness programme
by inviting a people from Tea Research
Association (TRA) to describe the workers as
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•

Environmental Approaches towards the society

I.

Waste Management- The waste materials are
disposed of through government agencies.

II. Protection of soil Erosion- R& D section of
Teok Tea Estate is given responsibility to
analyse soil. The Bio fertilizer has already

4
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implemented to minimise the use of inorganic
fertilizer to protect environment.
•

Steps for improvement for the workers as
well as local people

I.

Provision of electricity- Most of the
tea
workers quarters of Dam Dim tea estates has
provision of electricity. The WBSEDCL has
a project on that issue.

II. Housing facility- Workers quarters are
maintained by the management free of cost as
mentioned in the PLA. The quarters have
regular water supply.
III. Promotion of Tribal Workers- The
management promotes tribal workers by
various ways named as “Festival Serish” There
are various Labour clubs use to give
opportunity to the management to discuss the
problem & social issues with the
tribal
workers.
IV. Providing Training Programme – The estate
provides training programme to the workers &
local people to up-lift the skills & it creates an
opportunity for employments
V. Crèches Facility-. The strength of the crèches
are mentioned below:
Children
(Tea Estate)

2016-17

2017-18

Total Children

481

492

School going

60

89

•

Medical Facility- The hospital has 39 general ward,
2 pharmacists, 1GNN & 1 ANN. The following
treatments are treated in the hospital
Disease

•

Baby Shows

•

Annual Sports
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Number of patients
2016-17

2017-18

Diaria

1443

2381

Hypertension

2023

276

Anemia

21

15

TB

24

25

Malignancy

21

Nil

Life Birth

98

92

Eligible Couple

1342

1355

Sick

3363

5971

Maternity Leave

889

2366

No of visits
(patient)

98311

109203

•
I.

Observations from Field Study
Well-equipped Medical Facility- When I
visited the hospital I saw X ray machine, Blood
pressure machine operation theatre etc.

II. Crèches- I saw that children of the crèches are
playing with the toys. Few children are playing
in the park which is situated in the premises of
the crèches.
11. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
I.

The ages of children of the crèches are up-to 6
years. The teachers of the crèches have known
their children name wise. The children also provide
toys Mid-day meal etc. They also condut various
programme periodically such as

World toilet day

The surveyed tea estates have considered
considerable measures to protect the
environment especially with the advent of new
technology.

II. Surveyed tea estates have taken initiatives for
improving the standard of living of workers.
However, there is a few concerns in the minds
of employees regarding wage payment as well
as regular employment.
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III. Being the tea gardens are traditionally
dominated by women workers these surveyed
tea estates have considered considerable
measures for not only to empower their
existing permanent employees and their
children but also the seasonal women workers
as well as retired employees and their families
through training program and SHGs formation.

[5] Sustainable
[6]
[7]

[8]
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ABSTRACT
Emotional labor of doctors do have significant
impact on quality of work- life in holistic terms.
Work life is a term commonly used to describe the
balance that a working individual needs between
time allocated for work and other aspect of life. It is
therefore essential to analyze the relationship if any
and determine the possible extent to which
emotional labor and management of work life of
doctors in a hospital influence the quality of
service. Emotional Labor is a universal and
inevitable component of working life. The purpose
of our study is to determine the impact on execution
of emotional labor and management of quality of
work life among doctors in private hospitals of
Kolkata. Field study was conducted and primary
data collection instrument was questionnaire. The
questionnaire was based on seven dimensions i.e.,
workload, working conditions, role overload, sleep
deprivation and unrealistic health and well-being,
relation with peers, night shifts. Sample size was
100 doctors. Simple random sampling technique
was adopted. Statistical tools i.e. mean, standard
deviation and chi-square test were used for the
analysis of the data using SPSS. Also Cronbach
alpha test was done to check the reliability of the
data. This present study concluded that doctors are
satisfied in their present job but relation between
superiors play a crucial role in job satisfaction and
doctors estimation of their own health was good
with their few reported their daily exercises help in
reduction of their stress level. Result of this study
indicated that workload in hospitals is a big source
of stress for doctors. Many factors contribute to
doctors work load like emergency calls, dealing
with aggressive patients in peak hours, monotonous
routine, sleep deprivation and unable to have
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regular meals at time and these all factors results in
high level of doctors stress.
Keywords: Emotional labor, Job Satisfaction,
Levels of Stress, Night Shifts, Sleep Deprivation,
Workload.
1. INTRODUCTION
A quiet revolution is taking place in hospital
administration in India. The private sector
participation in health care is on the increase
because entrepreneurs and technocrats see immense
opportunity for earning in the sector. There is
enough evidence to show that there is a willingness
to pay for the services out of one’s own savings or
through Organizational perquisites. It is no more the
era of charity, either by asocial organization, or the
government. This has earning potential, and there is
a felt need to maximize the use of resources to built
Surplus to support the needy. The changing scenario
of increasing demand, a variety of means to support
the rendering of quality healthcare, and the
entrepreneurial spirit, has given a boom to the
health care, industry in India. Many corporate
hospitals and nursing homes have come upbecause
large business houses have found this an area of
opportunity; the supporting industries, such as
equipment’s, instruments, software, indigenization
have multiplied and been strengthened. In general,
everyone has found the need for sourcing of
investment, resources optimization, increasing
productivity, maintaining high quality and service
orientation to the customer—patient. Proper rate of
return for investment, adopting high technology
hedge over competition, subtle marketing, and
application of analytical method to improve
efficiency are some of the management techniques
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which have been accepted by the industry
consciously. Like in an engineering industry,
hospital executives talk of marketing, promotion,
retention of staff, payback period, quality
improvement, and so on, which incidentally are
typical management terminology. This has created
the need for a new breed of hospital administrator,
who is not necessarily a medical professional, but
has studied management in depth. Until recently,
the hospital administrator was, for most of the time,
a medical professional who took to administration
willingly, because of interest or for reasons of
career growth, sometimes or rarely supported by a
formal education in management.
2. UNIQUE FEATURES OF HOSPITALS
AND HEALTH CARE ORIGINATIONS
Hospitals and health care organizations are often
described as unique, or at least different from other
types of organization; in particular, industrial
organization. These differences are felt to be
significant in the management of hospitals:
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)

6)
7)

8)

Defining and measuring the output is difficult.
The work involved is felt to be more highly
variable and complex than in other
organization.
Much of the work is of an urgent and nondeferrable nature.
The work permits little tolerance for ambiguity
or error.
Activities are highly interdependent, requiring
a high degree of coordination among diverse
professionals groups.
The work involves an extremely high degree of
specialization.
Hospitals
personnel
are
highly
professionalized, and their primary loyalty
belongs to the profession rather than to the
organization.
There exists little effective organizational or
managerial control over the group most
responsible for generating work and
expenditures: physicians and surgeons
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9)

In many hospitals-organizations, there exist
dual lines of authority, which create problem of
coordination and accountability and confusion
of roles.
3. OBJECTIVES OF STUDY

Main financial value of health care industry
depends on employee, so this study will help us to
understand problems associated in execution of
emotional labour in health care industry and enable
us to provide better HRM in Hospital.
1. To define emotional labor.
2. To highlight the impact of emotional labor of
doctors in terms of their well-being and
personal life.
3. To find out the Job satisfaction levels of
individual in order to obtain their maximum
contribution to achieve the hospitals goals
4. To know the steps taken by organizations in
terms of improving satisfaction level and
reducing stress level in work place.
4. NEED FOR THE STUDY
The interactions with customers in the service
industry is very common and so important,
normally the employers want the employee to be so
polite, regardless of how the customers are treating
the employees, this is the idea of demanding publics
where the interests of customers and service
workers are in conflicts and where the management
has sided with customers for making sure that the
customers enjoy the services without regarding the
interest of employee. Due to hospital industry is
very important area where each and every time we
need to perform our job with 100 % excellence. So
this industry is very critical in every individual life,
we would like to perform study on consequences of
performing Emotional labor in their job by doctors
in Kolkata.
5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Source of Data: This study is based on both
primary data and secondary data. For collecting
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primary data, an online survey of doctors in various
private hospitals was conducted through google link
and responses are recorded for analysis. Secondary
data has been collected from some published
journals and useful websites.
Tools of Data Collection: Questionnaire method.
Ages ranged from 20 to 40 + years old. The sample
consisted 75% and women 25%.
Sample Size: 100 doctors.
Sampling Technique: Simple random sampling
technique was adopted.
Tools of Data Analysis: Statistical tools i.e. mean,
standard deviation and chi-square test were used for
the analysis of the data using SPSS. Also Cronbach
alpha test was done to check the reliability of the
data.
6. LITERATURE REVIEW
Singh Rajkumar G. (2013) conducted a study on
hospital employees to probe the factors influencing
job satisfaction. Author states that positive
performance of employee in the organization is an
outcome of his satisfactory job experience. Study
investigated the factors influencing the job
satisfaction among the private hospital employees
of Manipur in India. There was a significant
association between job satisfaction of employees
and relationship behavior factors, pay and
compensation factors and training and career
growth factors. Pay and compensation factors were
the most important factors positively correlated with
employee job satisfaction.
Elarabi.H. M., & Johari F. (2013) studied the
factors that affect job satisfaction and job
performance and the relationship between job
satisfaction and job performance. Study identified
four factors: work comfort, Work treatment, salary,
incentives and evaluated their impact on job
satisfaction of the medical staff working in
government hospitals in Libya. Employees and
medical staff were not satisfied with all the factors
affecting job satisfaction which lead to low job
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performance in the hospital. The study concluded
that the performance of medical staff and medical
service quality in hospitals could be enhanced when
employees are satisfied and are well treated by their
managers in addition to good salaries and effective
incentive system.
According to Maslach’s (1982) findings on health
care workers, the requirement of attending on and
caring for patients continuously imposes an
excessive emotional burden on health care
professionals. Those who identify with their roles
entirely and do their best to treat each and every
patient kindly and in a helpful manner, will get
exhausted or burnt out very soon, and will no longer
be able to conceal their true (and inappropriate)
emotions afterwards, despite their immense effort.
Exposure to the risk of burnout is the highest with
those who are doing their utmost to fully meet the
emotional role demands on them.
According to Nayak (2008), individual,
organization and environment are the three
important sources of stress. With individual
perspectives, changes in personal life aspects as
changes in career, personality types and several
roles in life indulges an individual in a state of
imbalance and generates stress. Characteristics of
personality as masculinity, femininity, rigidity,
extroversion, introversion etc are concerned with
the stress in individuals. When individuals are ought
to perform several roles in family and occupation,
they need to fulfill several demands and
requirements of the desired roles and due to this
individuals are confronted with conflicting demands
that causes stress. Within the organizations, stress is
considered as an important issue (Agrawal et al.,
1979). Pestonjee (1992) stressed that work itself;
role types, personal development and organizational
climate are important sources of stress within the
organizations. External factors outside the
organization are mostly concerned with the
environmental sources of stress. These include
social, economic, technological, political and
financial conditions. Due to the dynamic changes in
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these conditions individuals are subjected to stress
and strain.
The results of the study conducted by Firth-Cozens
and Morrison (1989) concluded that doctors
reported stress to be caused by the critical condition
of students or who died. The same study concluded
that work overload was also the important stressor
and the second important source was poor
relationship with the senior doctors. According to
(Cox, Randall, & Griffiths, 2002) in any working
situation stress occurs when demands exceeds the
resources. In health care sector one of the causes of
stress is ever exceeding demands especially in
South Asian context where healthcare services are
limited and number of patients is more.
Cordes and Dougherty (1993) claim that this state
of fatigue may coexist with feelings of frustration
and tension as workers realize they cannot continue
to give of themselves or be as responsible for clients
as they have been in the past. As their emotional
resources are depleted, workers feel they are no
longer able to give of themselves at a psychological
level (Maslach and Jackson, 1981). They feel
drained and lack the mental or physical energy to
get on with whatever they need to do (Maslach,
2005). Maslach and Jackson (1986) believe that it
prevents workers from engaging in their work at an
emotional level due to their perceived lack of
energy
Sleep deprivation is one of the important sources of
stress (Admin., 2011). According to the Canadian
Medical Association Journal sleep deprivation is an
emerging issue that affects medical people and the
practicing practitioners. A current study signified
that sleep deprivation can result in elevated pace of
complications related to surgery, if a surgeon had a
sleep of less than six hours the previous night
(MacDonald et al, 2011). According to an article
published in physweekly archives in 2008, doctors
are not getting adequate sleep that they need for
their optimal functioning. Least attention is paid to
the sleep deprivation issue of physicians. Studies
have revealed the impact that sleep has on
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physicians call hours and working hours but the
data discloses that sleep is considered an optional
and unnecessary issue (Goldberg, 2008). American
College for Chest Physicians Sleep Institute in 2008
revealed the results from a survey assessing the
sleeping habits of physicians that a large percentage
of doctors reported they are not having adequate
sleep for their proper functioning. The results also
revealed that doctors had a tight schedule which did
not allow them to practice at their best. Dr.
Goldberg also emphasized that there is a gap
between the doctor’s perceived need for sleep and
the reality of what is achieved by physicians.
Several industrial studies have revealed that stress
in the form of sleep deprivation and fatigue has a
harmful effect on the work performance of doctors.
A study using a population of 225 hospital doctors
was conducted by Firth-Cozens and Greenhalgh in
1997 which revealed that 82 doctors reported that
their performance for patient’s care was negatively
affected by stress. Spurgeon and Harrington (1989)
also emphasized the relation between health and
sleep loss and concluded that loss of sleep and sleep
disruption are a major source of stress to doctors.
Present medical workplace comprises of an intricate
environment where medical professionals (doctors)
respond differently; some are contented and happy
and are more inspired to work while others due to
extreme load of work feel burned out, strained and
stressed (McManus et al., 2004). Government’s
special attention is required to enhance the quality
of health care segments because it is a source of
provision of relief and hope to the patients and their
reliant. Health care sector is also very important
contributor in the development of the country as it
helps in sustaining the human capital (Irfan&Ijaz,
2011). One of the most severe professional health
perils that resulted in increased turnover and
absenteeism and decreased productivity, outcome
and contentment is considered to be the work
related stress (Gianakos, 2000). The concept of
professional stress was first introduced by
Freudenberger in 1974. According to him
professional stress is a state of mental and
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emotional exhaustion among workers and this
exhaustion leads to physical as well as behavioral
outcomes. Professional stress and burnout are two
terms which are often used in one in the same sense
but literature suggests that they are two different
constructs (Cordes& Dougherty, 1993; Pines
&Keinan, 2005; Smith et al., 2006).
Work schedule of doctors and night shifts are
contributing factors in work place stress and this
issue is even more critical for trainee doctors
(House Officer). Rosa (1993), conducted a
retrospective study and measured impact of night
shifts and too tight work schedule on performance
of doctors. According to this study, performance of
doctors decreases relatively when number of
working hours increased from 8 to 12 hours. Bell
(2001), stated in his study that mortality rate
increased among patients who were admitted on
weekends. Gold (1992), stated in his work that long
shifts of doctors resulted in medication errors. They
were not as vigilant and active as they were
supposed to be on performing duties. Moreover
errors were found while treating patients. Rosa
(1993), study indicated that 12-hour shifts had
poorer performance especially at night. Booker
(1995), Medication errors greatest 1-2 months after
darkest month, after controlling for medication error
increase with increased temporary worker shifts and
patient days per month, and decrease with increased
overtime per month. The impact of duty hours and
night shifts is yet not clear. Strucky et., al (2011)
stated, in an investigation duty hours of doctors
were reduced moreover relaxation was given to
them in night shifts but that in turn reduced their
time to coordinate with patients and to understand
their problems and that resulted in increased
frequency of patients hand-off which in turn
resulted in increased stress. Relation with Peers and
Family Long working hours and too much of work
overload results in spending more time at work
place (hospital) that leads to work-family
interference which also act as a source of stress.
Studies have proven that women are more exposed
to such stress (J, 1997)
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Braithwaite and Ross (1988) proposed a study
relating to the common stressors of doctors at work.
They concluded that work insecurity, depressed
relationships with other doctors, isolation and
unpredictable changing demands at work
contributed to be the important stressors at work for
doctors. Another study founded four vital job
stressors for doctors i.e. expectations of patients,
interference of work and home life, job demands
and practice administration (Cooper et al, 1989).
Other factors identified by Maoz et al (1992)
contributing to role overload are demands of
patients to care for them and overload of
information. Work-home imbalance, doctor-boss,
doctor-colleague and doctor-patient relationship are
also vital stressors (Maslach, 1997).
7. RESEARCH GAP
The Literature reviews have helped to understand
the health care fundamentally different from
organization’s groups in terms of emotional
management. Literature review mention many
consequence’s are coming while performing their
emotional labor at work place. Based on literature
review and understanding importance of doctor’s
role in hospital below mentioned research gap is
identified.
Research gap 1: The effect of performing
emotional labor on doctors with respect to their
Health and well being
Research gap 2: To understand the job satisfaction
of doctors while performing emotional labor based
on organization guidelines.
Research gap 3: it has been suggested in literature
that job satisfaction will influenced by relation with
superior and work environment. This study will
help us to understand influence of same on doctors
since doctors work structure is different from other
organizations.
Research Gap 4: Literature suggest that level of
sleep deprivation is happening due to long working
hours, Many emergency calls, frequent changes in
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working shift this study will help us to understand
the influence of doctors job responsibility towards
sleep deprivation.
8. EMOTIONAL LABOR
Emotion labor is the management of feelings to
create a publicly observable facial and body display
within the workplace (Hochschild, 1983). This
means that persons bring to mind emotions to obey
the rules to so as to abide social norms; it is the
control of person’s behavior to display the
appropriate emotions (Chu, 2002). The concept of
emotional labor is mostly applicable in the service
industry where there is direct interaction between
the customers and the service provider. The
successful service depends much on emotional labor
which is there for the benefit for the benefit of an
organization running business
While emotion work happens within the private
sphere, emotional labor is emotion management
within the workplace according to employer
expectations. The emotion management by
employers creates a situation in which this emotion
management can be exchanged in the marketplace
(Hochschild, 1983). Whenever individuals alters
their own behavior (emotions, habits, verbal cues,
gesture, language use etc), they acquire the new
ones for the purpose of conforming to an ideal
environment for the purpose of capturing
customer’s attention. Since the issue of emotional
labor application to the working place is more
common used, it is very important to investigate
more deeply the concept of emotional labor, its
implications in the social and cultural context.
According to Hochschild (1983), jobs involving
emotional labor is defined as those that: Require
face-to-face or voice-to-voice contact with the
public, are those that require the worker to produce
an emotional state in another person, Allow the
employer, through training and supervision, to
exercise a degree of control over the emotional
activities of employees.
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Hochschild (1983) argues that within this
commoditization process, service workers are
estranged from their own feelings in the workplace.
Hochschild’s main concern is with this
commercialization of feeling. All of us manage
emotion, it’s part of our impression management.
But Hochschild argues that when emotion becomes
a commodity, when feelings are bought and sold in
the market for emotional labor, the consequences
are much different. There are number of jobs that
require the use and presentation of emotion as part
of the job. We can think of waitresses and waiters,
clerks at grocery stores, fast food chains, discount
department stores, and the professionals such as
doctors’ and dentists’ offices. All positions dealing
with the public require emotion management as part
of the job description
9. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF
EMOTIONAL LABOR
There are different theories/approaches describing
the concept of emotional labor; Hochschild's theory,
Ashforth & Humphrey's theory, Grandey's theory.
Hochschild's Theory
Hochschild used the term emotional labor to mean
"the management of feeling to create a publicly
observable facial and bodily display; according to
her, emotional labor is sold for a wage and therefore
has exchange value" (Hochschild, 1983; pp. 7). An
example of Emotional Labor is where employees
have to smile and be polite to the customers, even
when they do not feel like it. Hochschild compared
this to acting, and she identified two types of acting;
Surface and Deep Acting
According to Hochschild (1983), states that there
are rules and acts that can be conceptualized in any
condition, and the level of these differ, for example
"the employee will be obliged to prevent himself
from becoming so swollen with feelings and a
readiness to act that he threatens the bounds
regarding affect that have been established for him
in the interactions" (Hochschild, 1983; pp. 215).
Therefore, Hochschild believed that the way
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emotions are expressed can be linked to acting.
Surface Acting is when the individual acts out
certain emotions without actually feeling or making
an attempt to feel them, in other words, he is
regulating the emotions expressed, and sees himself
as "just an actor, not sincere" (HochschIld,1983).
However, Deep Acting is when the individual
consciously modifies the feelings for the role that he
is performing, and will truly feel the emotions that
he is expressing. Hochschild (1983) states that this
emotion management (Deep Acting) requires a lot
of effort, and can be very difficult on the individual.
Hochschild proposes that trying to deal with
difficult customers, and yet expressing a smile
towards them, and trying strongly to identify too
much with the job, can be difficult and it could lead
to job stress and burnout in the employee.
Ashforth & Humphrey's theory
Ashforth and Humphrey (1993) argue differently
from Hochschild and other scholars about the
approach to Emotional Labor. They viewed
Emotional Labor as an observable behavior rather
than the management of feelings. They also looked
at the impact of Emotional Labor on task
effectiveness, rather than on health. They stated that
at the end of the day what is important is whether
the customers see those emotions as authentic or
not.
Ashforth and Humphrey state that employees may
see themselves and their identity as part of the
organization they work for, therefore the employee
is not required to act, as their emotions will be
expressed naturally. Also schedule plays an
important role, as sales people may repeat the same
expression over all the time, including the
expression of their emotions that they will
automatically shift into that role, without giving it a
second thought while carrying on with their job
requirements (Ashforth& Humphrey, 1993).
Therefore, Ashforth and Humphrey defined
Emotional Labor as "the act of displaying
appropriate emotions" (pg. 90).
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Grandey's theory
Grandey’s (2000) tries to explore the mechanisms
by which Emotional Labor may be stressful to the
individuals, but can still benefit the organization.
She introduces the concept of Emotion Regulations,
and proposes that it is incorporated in understanding
Emotional Labor. She defines emotion regulation as
"the processes by which individuals influence
which emotions they have, when they have them,
and how they experience and express these
emotions" (Gross, 1998, pg. 275). Grandey shows
that aspects of Emotion Regulation help one
understand the reasons why Emotional Labor may
lead to stress and burnout.
Grandey (2000) concentrates on two aspects of
Antecedent-Focused Emotion Regulation, attention
consumption and cognitive change. Attention
consumption occurs when one thinks about events
that bring up the emotions needed in a particular
situation, which again is very similar to
Hochschild's Deep Acting. Cognitive change, is
where one perceives the situation so that the
emotional impact is lessened, which is another form
of Deep Acting. The main difference between the
two concepts is that the former focuses on changing
the focus of personal thoughts, while the latter
focuses on changing appraisals of the external
situations.
10. CONSEQUENCES OF PERFORMING
EMOTIONAL LABOUR
Several studies have identified a number of
consequences
associated
with
performing
emotionallabour include burnout, reduced job
satisfaction, increased stress, psychological distress
and manifestation of physiological symptoms.
Burnout: Like emotional labor, burnout has no
standard definition, however, there is a consensus
regarding the core dimensions that make up the
experience of burnout, which includes emotional
exhaustion, depersonalization and reduced personal
accomplishment (Maslach et al., 2001). In more
general terms, burnout is “a state of emotional,
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mental, and physical exhaustion caused by
excessive and prolonged stress” (Maslach, 1982b).
Emotional labor has consistently been associated
with burnout, particularly emotional exhaustion – a
stress-related reaction to emotional labor.
“Emotional exhaustion is the experience of feeling
drained of all energy” (Maslach, 1982b). When
individuals begin to experience emotional
exhaustion they may try to reduce the emotional
stress of working with other people through
depersonalization
(Maslach,
1982b).
Depersonalization involves negative, cynical
attitudes and feelings about one’s patients or clients
(Maslach, 1982b).
Job Satisfaction: According to Locke (1976), job
satisfaction is "a pleasurable or positive emotional
state resulting from the appraisal of one’s job or job
experiences". Job dissatisfaction, therefore, refers to
an “unpleasable emotional state resulting from an
appraisal of one’s job as frustrating or blocking the
attainment of one’s values” (Yang & Chang, 2008).
Like burnout, job dissatisfaction can lead to reduced

quality of work, absenteeism and turnover (Taylor,
2006). These trends have been found to reduce the
efficiency of health care services, including mental
health care. Some studies have suggested that
surface acting often produces mistakes and
dissatisfaction during work, while deep acting can
produce satisfaction.
Health and Well-Being: According to the World
Health Organization (WHO), “health is a state of
complete physical, mental and social well-being and
not merely the absence of disease or infirmity."
Well-being is defined as “the mental, psychological,
or emotional aspects of workers as indicated by
emotional states and epidemiological rates of
mental illnesses and disease” (Danna & Griffin,
1999).
Perceived Stress: Stress literature indicates that both
job characteristics and individual characteristics
play a role in the reported levels of stress
(Brotheridge &Grandey, 2002). Stressful life events
are not in and of themselves the primary cause of
pathology or illness behaviour (Cohen & Williams,
1988).

BURNOUT
(EE, DP,PA)

HIDING
EMOTIONS

FAKING
EMOTIONS

JOB
SATISFACTION

HEALTH
& WELL-BEING

DEEP
ACTING
PERCEIVED
STRESS
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Rather, it depends on the individual’s appraisal of
their situation as potentially threatening, or
challenging in light of their availability of coping
resources (Cohen & Williams, 1988). Three
components consistently found to be the ‘central
components’ of the experience of stress include the
appraisal of life as unpredictability, uncontrollable,
or overloaded (Cohen et al, 1976; Cohen
&Spacapan, 1978; Cohen & Williams, 1988;
Lazarus, 1966; Lazarus & Cohen, 1977). Findings
suggest that stressful life events appraised as
threatening or demanding, with the addition of
limited coping resources, have been associated with
increased risk of disease, among other
consequences (Cohen et al, 1986).

Ha4: Health level of employees are getting
influenced while executing emotional labor
Data Analysis:
Demographic Profile
Age
20-30
31-40
Above 40

N-100
45
30
25

Percentage
45
30
25

N-100
75
25

Percentage
75
25

Gender
Male
Female

11. HYPOTHESIS
Based on findings of previous studies. We selected
following hypothesis to find whether previous
findings are matching with doctors working in
Kolkata.
Ho1: There is no significant impact of Emotional
Labor on Doctors’ job satisfaction.
Ha1: There is significant impact of Emotional
Labor on Doctors’ job satisfaction.
Ho2: Working environment for the doctors are not
motivating in performing their job at utmost level
Ha2: Working environment for the doctors are
motivating in performing their job at utmost level
Ho3: The job satisfaction will not be impacted by
the relation with superiors.
Ha3: The job satisfaction will be impacted by the
relation with superiors.
Ho4: Health level of employees are not getting
influenced while executing emotional labor
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The samples were collected from physicians
associated with various hospital in Kolkata for
understanding the emotional labor consequences
while performing their job.
Respondents age group has categorized into 3
convenient age group as shown in the above table,
45 respondents in this study are in the age range of
20-30,30 respondents are in the age range of 31-40
and 25 respondents are of the age above 40.
Majority of respondents are of male gender (N=75)
12. ANALYSIS OF JOB SATISFACTION:
To measure job satisfaction among the sample, the
Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire-short form
(MSQ- short form) was used. The MSQ-short form
is a two-dimension questionnaire, and the most
widely used job satisfaction scale available.
MSQ Cut-Off Scores Indicating Levels of Job
Satisfaction
Lower Job Satisfaction
≤25
Moderate Job Satisfaction 26-74
Higher Job Satisfaction
≥75
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This Scale is indicating of score set of 100 and
which is converted to 4 point by doing
interpretation in order to comparison of analysis this
survey setConverted MSQ Cut off score
Lower Job Satisfaction
≤2
Moderate Job Satisfaction 2-4
Higher Job Satisfaction
≥4
Main important questions in job satisfaction are
modified towards 3 point scale and scale fixation
for analyzing of questionnaire of this study is
mentioned below.
Level of Agreement
Satisfied
5
Neutral
3
Dissatisfied 1

Level of consideration
To some Extent
5
To Great extent
3
Rarely
1

Average number of night shift per week:
When coming to doctors working in night shift, we
found that 57% of respondents works in night shift.
Majority of respondents fall in the category of 13(48%) night shifts in the week. Only 6% of the
whole sample reported
Working 5+ nights per week on average.
On average, how many Night shifts do you
work per WEEK
Night shifts per week
Percentage
1-3
48
3-5
3
5+
6
None
43
Emergency calls during Non-Working hours:

Major question in Health and well-being are taking
4 point scale to know about their health.
Health
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Poor

Score
4
3
2
1

Work Statistics
Around 90 % of respondents work in weekends,
Major number of respondent’s work at least 1-2
weekends per month and 38% of respondent’s
works for 2-4 weekends which clearly indicates the
work load on doctors are high.
On average, how many WEEKENDS do you
work per MONTH
No of working Weekends
Percentage
1-2
52
2-4
38
None
10
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How many emergency calls do you attend per day
at Non-working hours
Emergency call during non-working
hours
Percentage
1-5
67
5-10
18
10+
9
None
6
Most Of the respondent’s reported that they attend
the emergency calls during non-working hours.
Around 67% of respondents gets at least 1-5 calls
every day which can impact their stress levels but
due to the nature of work they are expected to
attend it.
It is observed that more than 10 calls per day is
being received by age group above 35+ due the
level of expertise they are receiving more calls.
Some respondents clearly stated that their quantum
of sleep is getting disturbed due to emergency calls
in odd times.
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Stress reduction Activities in work place:
Does your place of work provide any
programs/seminars for reducing stress
Percentage
Yes
27
No
73
Different Methods engaged in reduction of stress:
What methods do you engage in to reduce your
stress
Percentage
Talk to friends
/family/coworkers
75
Alcohol/smoking
3
Exercise/sports
17
any spiritual practices
2
Medications/Drugs
3
Around 2/3 of respondents reported that
organizations has not conducted any programs in
reduction of stress levels in their employees.
These seminars/ programs will be helpful in
reduction of stress level can lead to better patient
satisfaction.
This will keen area for organization to look upon
for improvement.
Around 75% of respondents reported that talking to
friends /family or coworkers are useful in reduction
of stress levels and 17% doctors are doing exercises
or sports for their stress reduction. Only 3 % people
reported smoking/Alcohol reduce their stress.
Key Finding from analysis of stress level in
doctors :
1.

2.

Due to more night shift and emergency call in
non-working Hours will be major reason for
increase of stress level in doctors.
Lack of stress reducing initiatives will be one
of the major area where HRM needs to look
out.
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3.
4.

Major respondents reported that their stress
levels is reducing by talking to people.
Very Minimal number of respondents reported
that their stresses are reducing due to smoking
/Alcoholic unlike other service sector.

Job satisfaction among doctor’s:
Respondents’ reaction towards the statement that
Emotional labor has significant impact on doctors
job satisfaction levelObserved Frequency:
Emotional
Age
Age
Above Total
labor has between between
40
significant
20-30
31-40
impact on
Doctors’
job
satisfaction
Yes
30
12
19
61
No
15
18
6
39
Total
45
30
25
100
Expected Frequency:
Emotional
Age
Age
Above Total
labor has between between
40
significant
20-30
31-40
impact on
Doctors’
job
satisfaction
Yes
27.45
18.30
15.25
61
No
17.55
11.70
9.75
39
Total
45
30
25
100
Calculation of Chi-Square Test:
Cell(i,j)

(1,1)
(1,2)
(2,1)
(2,2)

Observed
Frequency

Expected
Frequency

30
12
19
15

27.45
18.30
15.25
17.55

ChiSquare
Value
0.237
2.169
0.922
0.371
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(2,3)
(2,3)

18
6
Total

11.55
9.75

3.392
1.442
8.533

Testing of Hypothesis:
Our test statistic is Chi-square with [(r-1) (c-1)] =
[(2-1) (3-1)] =2 degree of freedom.
Calculated Value of Chi-Square at 5% level of
significance with 2 degree of freedom is 5.99. As
the calculated value of chi square is more than the
tabulated value of chi square at 5% level of
significance, hence Null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected.
So we can conclude that Emotional labor has
significant impact on Doctors’ job satisfaction.
Comparison of mean to Weissetal’s MSQ cut off
score:
Parameter

Mean Satisfaction Level
As per Weissetal’s
MSQ cut off score
3.722 Moderately
satisfied

Do you feel
comfortable and
satisfied with your
job
How motivating is
2.88 Moderately
the work
satisfied
environment
Does mutual
3.378 Moderately Exist
cooperation exist
between employees.
between employees
Whether the Relation 3.34 Moderately gets
with superior is
affected
affecting your work
satisfaction
Job Level
3.33 Moderately
satisfaction
satisfied
Overall Job satisfaction:
Analyzing the respondent’s view on different
parameter with respect to their job satisfaction
levels and comparing with Weissetal’s MSQ cut off
score,it’s clearly indicating that job satisfaction
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level of doctors in Kolkata are moderately satisfied
(Mean=6.46) but scope of for improvement is
present. Main scope of improvement will be mutual
cooperation between employees in order to get
complete cooperation. Frequent Team building
activities between various departments might help
in achieving better mutual cooperation between
employees
Work environment motivation can be improved
based on needs and requirement of doctors for
better work motivation.
Frequent Trainings for Entry level doctor will lead
to better job satisfaction.
Key finding from analyzing job satisfaction among
doctors while performing emotional labor:
1.

This study found that Major number of
respondent’s are falling under category of
moderately satisfied with respect to their job.

2.

Key focus area will be mutual cooperation
between employees since most activities
dependents activities on each other. Therefore
team building activities need to be taken care
within doctors.

3.

This study found and accepting previous
analysis of different researcher view. The
impact of job satisfaction will be there due to
relation with superior.conducting Programs in
maintain good relationship with superior
should be important for job satisfaction

Health and well-being:
Health

Percentage

Excellent
Very
Good
Good
Poor

6
6

Mean

Standard
deviation

1.972222

0.11606

70
18
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On average, please indicate how many alcoholic
drinks you consume per week
Percentage
None
75
1-3
23
3-5
02
Key findings from Analysis of Health and wellbeing:
1.

Most of the respondents reported their health is
maintained good but scope for improvement is
present in doctors health This is great sign
when compare to other service industries.

2.

Daily sleep is main concern related to HRM.
Main focus need to be taken in this parameter
with respect to Health and well-being.

3.

With respect to smoking and drinking activities
are taken care well by respondents and this
parameter make huge difference from other
sector.Since other sectors reported this
smoking and alcoholic helping them in
reduction in stress.

Reliability Statistics:
Cronbach’s
Alpha
.850

Cronbach’s Alpha
based on
Standardized items
.811

N of items

8

As the result of Cronbach’s Alpha is more than 0.70
(i.e 0.81), the collected data is reliable.
13. FINDINGS
1)

There is significant impact of Emotional Labor
towards Doctors in their job satisfaction

2)

Working environment for the doctors are not
that much motivating in performing their job at
utmost level.

3)

Health level of employees are getting
influenced while executing emotional labor
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4)

The job satisfaction will be getting impacted
by relation with superiors.
14. CONCLUSION

Emotional labor of doctors do have significant
impact on quality of work- life. This present study
concluded
that
doctors are satisfied in their
present job but relation between superiors play a
crucial role in job satisfaction and doctors
estimation of their own health was good, few
reported that daily exercises help in reduction of
their stress level. Working environment for the
doctors are not that much motivating in performing
their job at utmost level. Result of this study
indicated that workload in hospitals is a big source
of stress for doctors. Many factors contribute to
doctors work load like emergency calls, dealing
with aggressive patients in peak hours, monotonous
routine, sleep deprivation and unable to have
regular meals at time and these all factors results in
high level of doctors stress.
15. SUGGESTIONS
From the findings of current study, it was found that
performing emotional labor had significant
influence on Job satisfaction, Health well-being. In
the fourth coming years, hospital sector is expected
to get a boom and then a surge to compete is
predicted in the tough competitive environment. To
fight with the fatal diseases, employees have to
increase their level of emotional labor as the other
service sectors i.e. Hospitality sector, air crews
sector are doing for their survival. As rightly said,
prevention is better than cure. Following are some
recommendations to be followed to avoid increase
of stress levels.
•

Since heavy work load has made employees
helpless to spend time with their families so
management should introduce recreational
clubs, fun activities for employees and their
families on every alternate weekend to give
them a break from their monotonous and
perceived boring schedules.
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•

•

•

It has been observed that employees also feel
physically exhausted. They feel tired, wiped out,
sleepy and less energetic. To improve their
physical fitness: their work load should be
minimized. If it is not possible, then employees
can choose a time during the day to shut out the
outside world and indulge in some meditative
music.
Doing
some
deep
breathing,
visualizations and positive affirmations can help
them to get rid of fatigue.
It is observed that hospitals are not conducting
stress relief programs. So it is recommended
that that they should start implementing these
stress relief programs for better working
environment.
The best way to reduce emotional exhaustion
among employees is to provide them emotional
support from their colleagues, management and
from the relatives of the patients.

•

The hospital management should support the
decisions of their employees in critical and
difficult.

•

Entry level Employees should be sent to training
programmers to develop necessary skills for
better cooperation between employees and
superior.

•

Frequent changes in shifts can lead to sleep
deprivation.so management need to ensure that
shift changes should be once in month can help
increase of sleep in doctors.
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ABSTRACT
In today’s era of ‘Internet of things’ and rapid
development of technology, the consumers’
purchase path has become increasingly fragmented,
blurring the lines between online and offline
retailing. As in-store and online technologies are
being unified, channel integration is key to a
smooth and seamless consumer experience. Modern
consumers want personalised shopping journeys to
suit their needs, as they move around and across
numerous channels in online and offline paths. As
the boundaries between online and offline channels
disintegrate, the world is turning into one big
showroom. Consumer in-store and online
experiences are being complimented by technology
across the entire purchase route. Tablets and
smartphones are becoming the universal tools for
shopping, as it is easier for consumers to access
information, compare prices and make purchases
in-store or online. Online shopping is much easier
and faster, consumers can find information about
the product and its availability twenty four hours a
day, seven days a week and get highly personalised
offers and discounts. The current study provides an
impression of online shopping decision process of
some major retail verticals, by comparing the
offline and online decision making and identifying
the factors that motivate customers to decide
whether to do online shopping or go for the offline
shopping. The key purpose of this study is to find
out how E-retailers create value for consumers, to
gain a competitive advantage against pure Brick &
Mortar Stores, as have been contributed by different
researchers in the erstwhile literature.
Keywords: Online Shopping, E-Retailers, Brick &
Mortar Stores
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1. INTRODUCTION
The fast-changing technology provides good
opportunities for producers to make their products
cheaper and more qualitative by improving and
reforming their techniques and help sellers to reach
the customers faster, easier and in economic way.
Internet has gained huge popularity and emerged as
one of the important, meaningful and effective way
of communication. Online shopping makes way of
shopping easy and fast, particularly for those people
who are busy with their personal and professional
lives. Millions of individuals shop on the internet
websites. There are number of online shopping
websites available over the internet like Amazon,
Flipkart, Snapdeal etc. on which customer can
compare and purchase products. A person can
purchase almost every product online. There are
many advantages to purchase products on online
like availability of close substitutes, easy mode of
payment, discount, cash back offers, easy mode of
refund, etc. Then again, the obtaining of item from
customary market is going from long time. In
offline market, a customer can feel and touch a
product which is not possible by purchasing
products on online. There are many advantages to
purchase products on offline like bargaining, feel
and touch of product, no wait for services or
products which you buy, choices are plenty, no need
to looking for when the prices are falling, etc. A
person with high level of income is more favourable
to purchase goods and services on online shopping.
The expansion in innovation makes a great frame of
mind towards the buyer for internet-based shopping.
A person who has very little knowledge about
internet shopping prefers to purchase goods and
services from wholesalers or retailers at shops or
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malls. Many of the customers prefer to go for both
the modes of shopping.
2. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The current paper seeks to achieve the following
broad objectives:
1. To identify the factors affecting online
shopping perception and experience.
2. To enumerate the parameters in online
shopping behaviour, with special focus on
some major retail verticals.
3. To provide an analytical perspective between
online and offline shopping behaviour,
denoting the paradigm shift of consumers
towards virtual shopping.
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The present study is based on secondary data.
Extant research papers have been reviewed and data
has been collected through prominent websites, ejournals, reports and other scholarly contributions.
Data gathered through these sources were extensive,
and covered a wide spectrum of issues. The factors
impacting online shopping perception and
experience were analyzed in detail, and the
parameters governing online shopping of few major
retail verticals have been clearly identified.
Moreover, the key points of distinction between
online and offline shopping has been dissected,
based on the data collected through the above
sources.
4. FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
FACTORS AFFECTING PERCEPTION OF
ONLINE SHOPPING
The shopper’s perception will also vary depending
on what kind of product they are looking to
purchase. For instance, Klein (1998), said that
products which require searching before purchase
(such as books) will be different from products that
are purchased through experiences (such as
clothes). Zhou et al. (2007), also stated that the
online shoppers’ perception will vary depending on
the type of product because the risk factors are
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different for each (Liu & Forsythe, 2010). Some
consumers do not shop online because they perceive
traditional shopping as being something and fun. It
improves their mood and turns into a social activity
which they can do with their friends (Liu et al.,
2013).
Other factors which may affect the perception of
online shoppers are: how exposed they are to the
market, market ambiguity and the position of
competitors in the market (Gong et al., 2013).
Comparatively, generation Y is very attached to
online shopping and spends their time looking into
and fantasizing about online products. A recent
research found that almost half of the respondents
were spending a minimum of one hour every day on
online retail websites. It was also found then men’s
fashion has led more men to participate in online
shopping (Lachman & Brett, 2013).
DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF ONLINE
SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
Izogo and Jayawardhena (2018) identified eight
dimensions of online shopping experience, that
activate shoppers' affective and cognitive states,
which consequently lead to four behavioural
outcomes, namely, internal responses to service
experience, external responses to service
experience, repurchase intentions, and word of
mouth intentions. Furthermore, Ojasalo (2010),
proposed eight dimensions namely 1) ease of use, 2)
website design, 3) personalization, 4) information,
5) responsiveness, 6) communication, 7) security
and 8) reliability.
On the contrary, Collier & Bienstock (2006), have
combined 1) process, 2) outcome 3) recovery
dimensions for measuring E-Retailing service
quality. Yang et al. (2004), have integrated
customer service quality with information systems
quality and product portfolio management into
online service quality. The study proposed six key
online service quality dimensions namely 1)
reliability, 2) responsiveness, 3) competence, 4)
ease of use, 5) security, and 6) product portfolio.
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IMPORTANT MODELS FOR E-RETAILING
SERVICES
Zeithaml et al. (2005) have proposed two scales
namely E-S-QUAL and E-Rec-SQUAL for
measuring service quality for online websites.
According to the study, the basic E-S-QUAL scale
works on 22 items in four dimensions i.e. 1)
efficiency, 2) fulfilment, 3) system availability and
4) privacy while the scale ERec-S-QUAL is meant
for the customers who had non-routine encounters
with the websites and contains 11 items in three
dimensions: 1) responsiveness, 2) compensation,
and 3) contact. E-SQUAL model has also been
supported by others (Santouridis et al., 2012;
Turk et al., 2012).
Kim and Lennon (2006) have researched on the
validity of the E-S-QUAL model and have proposed
a modified nine dimensional E-A-S-QUAL model
to measure E-Retail service quality. In addition,
Rossiter (2009), has proposed a different scale
named ERSERV-COMP-SQUAL model based on
componential service quality concept rather than
overall service quality. The justification of this
model lies in the fact that consumers rarely evaluate
an e-retailer on the basis of ‘good overall service’
and ‘poor overall service’ and the dissatisfaction if
exists lies with the componential services problem
of the services.
ONLINE SHOPPING BEHAVIOUR OF SOME
MAJOR RETAIL VERTICALS
5. FOOD AND GROCERY
Hansen (2008) adopted a hierarchical valueattitude-behaviour approach, in order to understand
how consumer personal values, attitude, social
norm, perceived behavioural control and
willingness, affect their decision of buying
groceries online. Familiarity and trust are the two
most important factors, that affect the adoption of
online grocery purchasing (Dawes and NenyczThiel, 2014). Awareness of benefits, need for more
convenience, and the change of the lack of trust in
the new distribution channel significantly affect
online grocery shopping (Seitz et al., 2017).
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According to Siddiqui and Tripathi (2016), issues
like meeting customer expectations and preferences
in terms of delivering value for money, quick and
convenient purchasing, smooth delivery process,
and reducing risk perceptions are critical for
establishing online grocery retailing as an
alternative to traditional brick and mortar retailing.
Customer Satisfaction, Store Reputation, Store
Loyalty, Repurchase intention, Social Surrounding,
Positive Affect, Word-of-mouth have been enlisted
as the antecedents of Food and Grocery Retailing
(Jayasankara Prasad and Vijaya Kumar, 2012).
However, while trying to explain the online grocery
buying amongst women, Sambargi and Gopal
(2016) pointed out two broad types of orientation
i.e.
Hedonic
Orientation
and
Utilitarian
Orientation). The authors indicated that, women
with increased utilitarian shopping orientation are
more likely to purchase FMCG/ groceries online.
6. APPARELS
Cowart and Goldsmith (2007) suggested that,
quality consciousness, brand consciousness, fashion
consciousness, hedonistic shopping, impulsiveness
and brand loyalty are the most dominating factors,
in online apparel shopping. Price Sensitivity is
negatively correlated with online spending.
However, factors like Retail Brand Trust, Offline
Patronage, Clothing Involvement and two factors of
website quality (namely, usability and information
quality, visual appeal and image) significantly
affect online apparel shopping intention. Offline
patronage was found to be the strongest predictor of
online shopping intention (Jones and Kim, 2010).
Goswami and Khan (2015) aimed to examine the
influence of consumer decision-making styles on
the possibility to engage in online shopping of
apparels. The authors have sought to clarify the
relationship between each decision style category
and online shopping consumption. Srinivasan
(2015), sought to address a more complex issue, by
establishing the relationship between subjective
norms, technology anxiety, and other technology
acceptance model variables to understand Indian
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consumers’ attitudes and intention to shop for
apparel, through the internet. Online Apparel
Retailers in India have to continue realigning and
restructuring their models, to cater to the evolving
needs of this dynamic market (Mathew, 2015).
Sinha (2016) tried to inspect the decision-making
styles of college students with regard to online
apparel shopping and the shopping conduct of this
gathering of customers, and also to identify the
comparability between the shopping behaviours and
decision-making characteristics of the online
apparel shoppers. Chen-Yu et al. (2017), pointed
out the antecedents of consumers’ satisfaction with
the product and the brand receipt in an online
apparel shopping context. An experimental design
approach was adopted, which examined satisfaction
with the purchased product itself at product receipt
by an actual consumer product trial.
7. CONSUMER DURABLES
Price, ratings and reviews are the three key drivers
of influencing consumers’ online shopping intention
(Kumar, 2016). Product Quality, Price, After Sales
Service, Reliability, Security Transaction, Offers
and Discount, Product Information, Delivery,
Packaging, Customer Care and Refund have been
enumerated as the factors, that shape customer
perception towards online buying of electronic
products (Ahuja, 2018). However, Safety and Trust
issues have been identified as the key barriers in the
process of online shopping of electronics (Bashir,
2013).
8. KEY FACTORS AFFECTING ONLINE
SHOPPING BEHAVIOUR AT A GLANCE
Bashar and Wasiq (2013) found that, there is a
very strong association between emotional states
and consumer e-satisfaction. A directional
relationship has also been found between risks in
online shopping and consumer e-satisfaction. Eloyalty is being affected significantly from
emotional states and perceived risks in shopping
online. According to Prasad and Aryasri (2009),
convenience, customer service, trust, web store
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environment and web shopping enjoyment are the
factors, that influence willingness to buy and
patronage of online retail stores. Moreover,
availability of different brands, payment security,
product guarantee, easy product-return policy,
interaction, user-friendliness of service, lower
prices, discounts and visual appeal are also been
identified as the key determinants, influencing
online shopping behaviour (Panda and Swar,
2013).
Khedkar (2015) attempted to find out the factors
that are affecting customers satisfaction to shop
online. To shop on Internet becomes an alternative
for consumers since it is more comfortable than
conventional shopping which usually attributed
with anxious, crowded, traffic jam, limited time,
parking space and etc.
It has been proposed that, online shopping
intentions are not only affected by ease of use,
usefulness and enjoyment but also by exogenous
factors like customers’ traits, situational factors,
product characteristics, previous online shopping
experience and trust with the E-Retailer (Monsuwe,
2004). Furthermore, Bonera (2011) opined that,
online purchase intention is influenced by
playfulness, followed by the perceived security and
usefulness. The study has also suggested that ERetailers should increase the potential for
participation, engagement, interaction and fun in
their websites.
Malik and Gupta (2013) found that, the intention
and purchase behaviour in the online environment
for products and services are driven by a set of
factors that are not always the same. For products,
even though security concerns, concerns about
trusting vendors, quality of products and an
appealing web interface may impact the intention of
a person to shop online, it does not necessarily
mean it gets converted to an actual purchase.
However, two factors have been found mainly
influencing the consumers for decision making:
Risk aversion and innovativeness. High risk averse
consumers need to be very certain about what they
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are buying. Whereas less risk averse consumers can
tolerate some risk and uncertainty in their
purchases. The second variable, innovativeness, is a
global measure which captures the degree to which
consumers are willing to take chances and
experiment with new ways of doing things
(Sharma, 2015).
9. ONLINE SHOPPING VS OFFLINE
SHOPPING - AN ANALYTICAL
PERSPECTIVE
Considerable progress has been made in the ﬁeld of
information technology in recent years, and
particularly with regards to how such technologies
relate to the internet as purchasing channels. Some
studies have analysed diﬀerences in socio-cultural
attributes and their eﬀects on behaviours by
focusing on diﬀerences between online and oﬄine
channels (Hwang, and Jeong, 2016). Most research
has employed diﬀerences in demographic and
socioeconomic factors as a basis from which to
analyse levels of knowledge and Internet use
(Hirunyawipada and Paswan, 2006). In fact, few
studies, in considering values and lifestyles, have
found diﬀerences in uses of these technologies
during times of purchasing and their eﬀects on
behaviours (Lee et al., 2009) despite the advantages
of businesses understanding personal characteristics
valued through an individual's family and leisure
time activities (Herrero et al., 2014).
Various studies on diﬀerences between online and
oﬄine consumers that focus on prices and branding
(Degeratu et al., 2001) and on prices, sales,
purchase costs and time spent making purchases
(Zettelmayer et al., 2006; Pozzi, 2008).
(Leelakulthanit and Hongcharu, 2011) focused
on factors related to loyalty and principally in
regards types of customers. More recently, Sunil
(2015) identiﬁed principal factors that condition the
search for information online as well as online and
oﬄine purchases: sales, products and service
policies.
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Other works such as Degeratu et al. (2000) refer to
information theory, which indicates that consumers
ascribe more importance to attributes on which they
have more information at the time of purchasing
something. As information on certain aspects may
be more accessible online, some attributes may be
more important for online channels than for oﬄine
channels and vice versa.
Second, studies have evaluated types of products
and services. Some studies have analysed
companies’ tendencies and diﬀerences that appear
when consumers use online or oﬄine channels.
(Levin et al., 2003), (Levin et al., 2005) and
(Chen et al., 2014) reveal diﬀerences in behaviour
when individuals search for information online or
oﬄine in regards to various types of product
purchases (airline tickets, books, electronic
products, clothing and computers).
Sunil (2015), in focusing on the banking sector and
in a more detailed manner shows that consumers
who use online channels focus more on functional
factors while oﬄine consumers focus more on
quality and social value. Other studies have also
reveal diﬀerences between consumers’ attitudes and
preferences when using online or oﬄine channels
(Kwon, and Lennon, 2009; Yap et al., 2010;
Molina et al., 2017).
Ahn et al. (2004) revealed that Online and offline
features have positive effects on the user
acceptance, usefulness, attitude, and intention to
use. Furthermore, as compared to traditional
supermarket consumers, online consumers prefer
larger sizes to smaller sizes, do more screening on
the basis of brand names, less screening on the basis
of sizes (Rick et al., 2004).
Levin et al. (2005) explained that when attributes
such as large selection and shopping quickly were
predominant, online shopping was preferred. When
attributes such as personal service and ability to seetouch-handle the product were predominant, offline
shopping was preferred. Moreover, it has been
shown that, the households were more brand loyal,
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more size loyal but less price sensitive in the online
channel than in the offline channel (Chu et al.,
2010).
Koo (2011) revealed that dominance had a
significant positive and/or negative effect on both
energetic and tense arousal; it had no impact on
pleasure and intention under both offline and online
environment. While, Lee (2011) indicated that,
internet experience moderates the relationship
between relative benefit and consumers' intention to
transfer usage from offline to online services.
Yaobin et al. (2011) found that customers in some
segments buy more and more expensive products,
suggesting that online search and offline purchases
were complements. Moreover, Riquelme and
Roman (2014), suggested that the effects of
individual's cognitive traits (Internet based
information search and perceived Internet
usefulness) and risk aversion on perceived
deception were more relevant when consumers shop
online than when they purchase from traditional
stores.
10. CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Online shopping has already influenced shopping
patterns and is expected to influence even more in
the future with improvements in technology. Online
shopping has made shoppers more knowledgeable
than ever before. Consumers are becoming more
efficient by shopping online and more effective,
because of ease of information accessibility online.
Prices and features of products can easily be
compared to make an informed purchase decision.
Information on products can be obtained from
anywhere at any point of time. The purchase is then
made online, or from a more traditional store.
Especially for more expensive purchases, shoppers
tend to take advantage of the availability of
information online, replacing traditional methods of
going from store to store in order to compare prices
and look for the best buy. Online shopping is a
relatively new experience and has greatly impacted
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the lives of consumers in its short time of existence.
Online shopping has made consumers more
effective and efficient in their shopping behaviour
and has driven businesses to a new level, forcing
many to make the necessary adjustments and
changes to reach the new market of knowledgeable
consumers. Hence, it is important to analyse the
factors affecting the online consumer behaviour and
examine how e-marketers can influence the
outcome of the virtual interaction and buying
process by focusing their marketing efforts on
elements shaping the customer's virtual experience.
Identifying the Web experience components and
understanding their role as inputs in the online
customer's decision-making process are the key
steps in developing and delivering an attractive
online presence, which is likely to have the
maximum impact on the internet users.
11. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE
The current research relies on secondary data, based
on coherent review of various research papers,
concerning E-Shopping, as well as traditional
shopping. Future studies may be carried out, with
the help of primary data. In-depth interviews of the
domain experts can be conducted, in order to gain a
broader understanding with regard to the concerned
area. The results of those interviews and the
information collected from the secondary sources
will facilitate the development of a questionnaire.
The primary data will be analyzed using statistical
tools and quantitative techniques. Consequently, we
will be able to figure out the major factors, that
influence online buying behaviour, vis-a-vis
traditional shopping.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of a modern business organisation is
not only limited towards earning profit but also
includes some additional responsibility towards its
environment and society which can be termed as
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)1. The term
CSR may be relatively new to India, but the concept
dates back to Mauryan history, where philosophers
like Kautilya emphasized on ethical practices and
principles while conducting business. As India is
one of the major and fast growing economies of the
world, the initiative for implementation of CSR is
surely a bright and prudent decision for
enhancement of the economic progress and growth
of the country. In view of the above the Companies
Act, 20132 has inducted provisions in respect of
CSR obligations in Section 135, Companies (CSR)
Rules, 2014 and Schedule VII which prescribes the
applicability and extent of CSR obligations for
Companies under its purview.
2. OBJECTIVES THE STUDY
1)

Emergence of CSR.

2)

The legal provisions in Companies Act, 2013
on CSR.

3)

Legal action for non-compliance of CSR.

4)

How far CSR has been implemented.

5)

Overview of CSR globally.

6)

Analysis and suggestions.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY OF THE
STUDY
The data provided for this paper are purely
secondary in nature i.e. from publicly available
biographical information, from annual reports,
articles, reliable websites, etc. While the analysis
and views provided are of professionals,
consultants, experts as well as personal.
4. LITERATURE REVIEW
Advocates of CSR point out the following benefits
of corporate social responsibility: the increased
engagement and retention, stronger associations
with the community, enhanced reputation and brand
image, competitive advantage, better financial
performance and profitability and improved access
to capital. CSR is the solution of achieving
sustainable competitive advantage in the turbulent
global environment.
Bowen (1953)3 set forth one of the most initial
definitions of social responsibilities of businessmen:
“It refers to the obligations of businessmen to
pursue those policies, to make those decisions, or to
follow those lines of action which are desirable in
terms of objectives and values of our society.”
Because of this early and seminal work on CSR by
Bowen, Carroll tags Bowen as “the Father of
Corporate Social Responsibility”. Levitt (1958)4
stated, “Business at the end have only two
responsibilities – to obey the elementary canons of
everyday face-to-face civility (honesty, good faith
and so on) and to seek material gain”.
3https://www.worldwidejournals.com/paripex/recent_issues_pdf/2015

1https://www.businessnewsdaily.com/4679-corporate-social-

responsibility.html
2 Companies Act, 2013.
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/February/February_2015_1424432558__114.pdf, Google Scholar
4https://www.researchgate.net/publication/319036439_Corporate_So
cial_Responsibility_A_Literature_Review,
https://jcsr.springeropen.com/articles
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Friedman’s initial formulation as stated in
Capitalism and Freedom (1962)5 was that “the one
and only obligation of business is to maximise its
profits while engaging in open and free competition
without deception and fraud”. Seven years later, he
came up with a different version in his essay
“Social Responsibility of Business” stating that
“business executives are obligated to follow the
wishes of stakeholders while obeying the laws and
the ethical customs of the society.”
Several studies conducted earlier have found that
CSR leads to enhanced “brand image and
reputation, increased sales and customer loyalty,
and increased productivity and quality” (Mishra &
Suar, 2010).
The Harvard Business Review on corporate
responsibility gathers the latest thinking on the
strategic significance of CSR and concentrates on a
concept of ‘‘corporate philanthropy’’. Companies
such as AT&T, IBM and Levi Strauss, have tied
forces to develop strategies that increase their name
and recognition among customers, boost employee
productivity, reduce R&D costs, face regulatory
obstacles and encourage synergy among business
units. The strategic use of philanthropy has begun to
give companies a powerful competitive edge.
5. LEGISLATION ON CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY IN COMPANIES ACT,
20136
The Companies Act, 2013 has formulated Section
135, Companies (Corporate Social Responsibility)
Rules, 2014 and Schedule VII which prescribes
mandatory provisions for Companies to fulfil their
CSR.

•

Net worth of Rs. 500 Crore or more, or

•

Turnover of Rs. 1000 crore or more, or

•

Net Profit of Rs. 5 crore or more during the
immediately preceding financial year

A foreign company having its branch office or
project office in India, which fulfills the criteria
specified above. However, if a company ceases to
meet the above criteria for 3 consecutive financial
years then it is not required to comply with CSR
Provisions till such time it meets the specified
criteria.
CSR Committee:
Every Company on which CSR is applicable is
required to constitute a CSR Committee of the
Board:
• Consisting of 3 or more directors, out of which
at least one director shall be an independent
director. However, if a company is not required
to appoint an independent director, then it shall
have in 2 or more directors in the Committee.
•

Consisting of 2 directors in case of a private
company having only two directors on its Board

•

Consisting of at least 2 persons in case of a
foreign Company of which one person shall be
its authorised person resident in India and
another nominated by the foreign company

Functions of CSR Committee:
The CSR Committee shall—
• Formulate and recommend to the Board, a CSR
Policy which shall envisage the activities to be
undertaken by the Company.
•

Recommend the amount of expenditure to be
incurred on the activities referred to in clause
(i).

•

Monitor the CSR Policy of the company from
time to time.

•

Institute a transparent monitoring mechanism
for implementation of the CSR projects or

Applicability of CSR Provisions:
On every Company including its holding or
subsidiary having:
5https://www.researchgate.net/publication/319036439_Corporate_So

cial_Responsibility_A_Literature_Review
6 Companies Act, 2013
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programs or activities undertaken by the
company.
As per the recent amendments, Companies having
CSR prescribed amount below Rs 50 lakh can be
exempted from the need of constituting a CSR
committee, Responsibility of Board of Directors
(BoD):7
The BoD of every company on which CSR is
applicable
shall:
after
considering
the
recommendations made by the CSR Committee,
approve the CSR Policy for the Company and
disclose contents of such Policy in Board report to
ensure that the activities as are included in CSR
Policy of the company are undertaken by the
Company shall disclose the composition of the CSR
Committee in Board Report ensure that the
company spends, in every financial year, at least 2%
of the average net profits of the company made
during the 3 immediately preceding financial years,
in pursuance of its CSR Policy. The CSR
projects/programs/activities undertaken in India
only shall amount to CSR Expenditure.
Note: The Company shall give preference to the
local area and areas around the place of its
operations it where it operates, for spending the
amount earmarked for CSR activities and shall
specify the reasons for not spending whole of
earmarked amount (if it fails to spend some) in
Board Report.

•

A clause specifying that the surplus arising out
of the CSR projects or programs or activities
shall not form part of the business profit of the
company.

CSR Activities
The CSR activities shall be undertaken by the
company, as per its CSR Policy, excluding activities
undertaken in pursuance of its normal course of
business. The BoD may decide to undertake its CSR
activities approved by the CSR Committee, through
a section 8 company or a registered trust or a
registered society, established by the company,
either singly or along with any other company, or a
section 8 company or a registered trust or a
registered society, established by the Central
Government or State Government or any entity
established under an Act of Parliament or a State
legislature a section 8 company or a registered trust
or a registered society, other than those specified in
clauses (a) and (b) above, having an established
track record of 3 years in undertaking similar
programs or projects; collaboration with other
companies, for undertaking projects or programs or
CSR activities in such a manner that the CSR
Committees of respective companies are in a
position to report separately on such projects or
programs.
The CSR projects or programs or activities not to be
considered as CSR Activities:

CSR Policy

•

The CSR Policy of the company shall, inter-alia,
include the following namely :-

Expenses for the benefit of only the employees
of the company and their families.

•

Contribution of any amount
indirectly to any political party

•

Display of CSR Activities on its Website

•

•

7

A list of CSR projects or programs which a
company plans to undertake specifying
modalities of execution of such project or
programs and implementation schedules for the
same.
Monitoring
programs.

process

of

such

projects

or

directly

or

The BoD shall disclose contents of CSR policy in
its report and the same shall be displayed on the
company’s website, if any.

Companies Act,2013
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Other Important Points:

(x) Such other matters as may be prescribed.

The balance sheet of a foreign company to be filed
under section 381(1)(b) of the Act shall contain an
Annexure regarding report on CSR.

9

The Board of Directors shall ensure that activities
included by a company in its CSR Policy are related
to the areas or subjects specified in Schedule VII
(given below) of the Act.
As per Schedule VII of Companies Act,
20138,activities which may be included by
companies in their Corporate SocialResponsibility
Policies:

The graph shows the top 5 sectors where
corporates have spent maximum amount towards
CSR from 2014-15 to 2017-18 collected from
csr.gov.in. It is evident from the above table that in
the year 2014-15, 2015-16, 2016-17 and 2017-18,
maximum amount of CSR was spent in Education,
Differently Abled, Livelihoodsector and in Health,
Eradicating Hunger, Poverty and Malnutrition, Safe
Drinking Water, Sanitation. It may be because these
sectors are considered to be priority sectors and
various companies were working on these sectors
prior to the implementation of CSR.

Activities relating to:—
215.66

(i) Eradicating extreme hunger and poverty;

417.98
332.91
277.09

Other fund

(ii) Promotion of education;
(iii) Promoting gender equality and empowering
women;
(iv) Reducing child mortality and improving
maternal health;

Top 5 Sectors in
terms of Corporate
Social Responsibility
Expenditure from
2017-18

1006.36
1311.15
972.34
853.99

Environment/animal
welfare/conservation
of resources

2016-17
2015-16
2014-15

(v) Combating human immunodeficiency virus,
acquired immune deficiency syndrome, malaria and
other diseases;

1066.51
1548.94
1379.08
1059.34

Rural development

(vi) Ensuring environmental sustainability;
(vii) Employment enhancing vocational skills;

3486.76
5511.29
4942.55

Education/differently
abled/livelihood
3188.09

(viii) Social business projects;
(ix) Contribution to the Prime Minister's National
Relief Fund or any other fund set up by the Central
Government or the State Governments for socioeconomic development and relief and funds for the
welfare of the Scheduled Castes, the Scheduled
Tribes, other backward classes, minorities and
women; and

1773.53

2525.92
0

9Source:
8

3640.19
4607.51

Safe
drinking/sanitation

2000

4000

6000

www.csr.gov.in

Schedule VII of Companies Act, 2013
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NON-COMPLAINCE OF CSR

provisions. The finance minister and her team have
recommended that the changes made in the recent
amendments regarding imprisonment will not be
commenced for now. On 24th August, 2019,
Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman11 said
violations of CSR norms under the companies law
will be treated only as civil liability and not as a
criminal offence. To boost the economy,
Sitharaman said the government respects and
honours wealth creators.
60000

Earlier the concept of CSR was based on the
principle of “comply or explain” and Section 135
did not lay down any penal provision in case a
company fails to spend towards CSR activities but
in recent times government has imposed certain
penalties for non-compliance of CSR as it’s been
five years since the CSR was implemented but very
few companies have followed the mandate. Section
135 of the Act was being amended to provide for
specific penal provision in case of non-compliance
of CSR provisions. The defaulting companies and
officers will be fined an amount ranging from Rs
50,000 to Rs 25 lakh in addition to liable for
imprisonment of up to 3 years. And for Officer in
Default fine of Rs. 50000 upto Rs.500000 and/ or
imprisonment of concerned officers for upto three
years. After the amendment, companies are allowed
to transfer the money they fail to spend in a year to
an “unspent CSR account” from which they can
draw within next three years to spend on CSR
activities. If a company is still unable to spend the
amount within that period it can transfer it to a
government fund specified in schedule 7 of the
Companies Act, such as the Prime Minister's
National Relief Fund, failing which the fines and
imprisonment clauses will be implemented. After
drawing huge criticism from the corporates,
government is still is working on the rules and the
10

The Telegraph, https://www.businessstandard.com/article/companies/17-of-corporate-socialresponsibility-fund-unspent-among-listed-companies119071900054_1.html
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CSR SPENDINGS BY
LISTED AND
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COMPANIES
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8349
6839
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8913
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3327

0

FY15

4552

6018
FY16

UNLISTED COMPANIES

FY17

18895

5098
FY18

TOTAL

LISTED COMPANIES

SOURCE: www.crisil.com
EXPENDITURE DEFICIT
COMPANY

AMOUNT
AMOUNT
%
TO BE
UNSPENT UNSPENT
SPENT

FY 2018-19
TCS
HINDUSTAN
ZINC.
KOTAK
MAHINDRA BANK
YES BANK

542

108

19.93

203.93

73.75

36.16

96.27

59.72

62.03

95.58

41.80

43.73

11https://thecsrjournal.in/csr-violations-not-to-be-treated-as-

criminal-offence-says-finance-minister/
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ZEE
ENTERTAINMENT
FY 2017-18
BHARTI AIRTEL
HINDUSTAN ZINC

15

39.71

17.02

42.86

2018

2017

2016

2015

Energy

23

28.1

30.8

33.7

Manufacturing

19

7.4

7.8

6.5

Financial services

17

14

11

9.7

Commodities

13

11.6

14.7

16.1

IT

12

12.3

9.8

11

In FY18, 1913 companies met criteria for
mandatory CSR spending. Of them 510 companies
did not spend CSR funds fully. The reasons
included delay in identifying projects and setting up
requisite in-house expertise. They included Bharti
Airtel, Hindustan zinc, TVS, Kotak Mahindra Bank,
and IndusInd Bank.

Healthcare

4

4.3

3.4

2.7

Service

4

7.2

8.9

6.3

Consumer

4

13.3

11.4

10.8

Diversified

4

0.8

0.9

2.2

Telecommunications

1

1

1.3

0.9

Another survey13 was conducted by CRISIL on
CSR spending by listed and unlisted companies. It
is seen spending by listed companies rose almost
12% on year in fiscal 2018 to Rs. 10000cr-the first
time it reached this mark. On the other hand,
Spending by unlisted companies was obtained by
deducting CRISIL’s estimate for listed companies –
based on Prowess data – from the total spend
mentioned on MCA website for each year.

100% (cr.)

9999

8912.7

8349.5

6453.4

TCS
KOTAK
MAHINDRA BANK

Sector
214.62
189.64

190.09
97.46

88.57
51.39

497

97

19.52

73.97

47.57

64.31

(figures in Rs. Crore)12

Source: www.crisil.com
Another survey was also conducted on CSR
spending state-wise. Amongst all the states,
Maharashtra tops in this category. From the year
2014-15 to 2017-18 total amount spent in CSR
amounted to a whopping RS. 7383cr16.

** For fiscal 2018, the MCA numbers were still not
available. Hence, they have assumed spending by
unlisted companies to have logged the same on-year
growth rate as that of listed companies.

252
623
317
308
539
631
554
352
313
564
859
376
406
790
883
596

ODISHA

TAMIL NADU

CSR spend of energy companies was the highest
among sectors. Manufacturing was the second
largest sector accounting for 19% of the pie.
Financial services, was the third-largest spender and
accounted for 17% at. Next up was IT, accounting
for 12%.14

GUJRAT

KARNATAKA

1445
MAHARASHTRA

2043

1430
0
2014-15

500
2015-16

1000

1500
2016-17

2000

2465

2500

3000

2017-18

12Source:

nseinfobase.com
Crisil report
14 CRISIL’s estimate
13
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principles of the Secretary’s
Corporate Excellence program.
AMOUNT OF CSR SPENT STATE-WISE FROM
2014-15 TO 2017-18
ODISHA

1500

TAMIL NADU

2076

GUJRAT

2112

KARNATAKA
MAHARASHTRA

•

TOTAL(Rs. In cr.)

2675
7383
0 2000 4000 6000 8000

6. GLOBAL COMPARISON
The concept of Corporate Social Responsibility has
been introduced all across the globe. Different
countries have different ways of application.
Following is a brief comparison of the CSR
regulation across the globe17.

Award

for

Build on this synergy, working with
multinational companies, civil society, labour
groups, environmental advocates, and others to
encourage the adoption of corporate policies
that help companies “do well by doing good.”

2) In UK
It is a part of Corporate Governance. The
Companies Act 2006 has now added to those
pressures by requiring directors to have regard to
community and environmental issues when
considering their duty to promote the success of
their company and by the disclosures to be included
in the Business Review. CSR is, now, an integral
part of good governance, for bigger companies in
particular.
3) In Europe
The European Commission’s CSR agenda for action
is:
•

Enhancing the visibility of
disseminating good practices.

The Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) team in
the Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs leads
the Department’s engagement with U.S. businesses
in the promotion of responsible and ethical business
practices. The mission of the CSR office is to:

•

Improving and tracking levels of trust in
business.

•

Improving self and co-regulation processes.

•

Enhancing market reward for CSR

•

•

Improving company disclosure of social and
environment information.

•

Further integrating CSR into education, training
and research.

•

Emphasising the importance of national and
sub-national CSR policies.

•

Better aligning European and global approaches
to CSR.

1) In USA

•

Promote a holistic approach to CSR to
complement the EB Bureau’s mission of
building economic security and fostering
sustainable development at home and abroad.
Provide guidance and support for American
companies engaging in socially responsible,
forward-thinking corporate activities that
complement U.S. foreign policy and the

17https://blog.ipleaders.in/corporate-social-responsibility-csr-laws-

around-the-world/,
https://www.givainc.com/blog/index.cfm/2015/3/16/GovernmentalCSR-Policies-Around-the-Globe
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and

The CSR strategy is built upon guidelines and
principles laid down by the United Global Compact,
United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights, ISO 26000 Guidance Standard on
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Social Responsibility and OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises.
4)

France, Denmark, South Africa and China
have a mandatory reporting obligation on the
amount spent on CSR activities.

business is not just earning profit, but its role is
more vital and wide in the society.
3.

Negligible Impact: Many economist believe
that owing to growing population of India,
CSR has a least or negligible impact towards
economic growth. Huge population and in the
perspective of the total expenditure incurred on
various social obligation under the central and
state budget.

4.

Profitability and Value: The introduction of
energy efficiencies and waste recycling cuts
operational costs and benefits the environment.
CSR also increases company accountability
and its transparency with investment analysts
and the media, shareholders and local
communities. This in turn enhances its
reputation among investors such as mutual
funds that integrate CSR into their stock
selection. The result is a virtuous circle where
the company's stock value increases and its
access to investment capital is eased.

5.

Sponsorship Marketing Opportunities:
Corporate sponsorship of charitable events can
keep the company's name and brand in front of
target audiences in a more subtle way than
traditional sales efforts. If an audience realizes
that a company shares their own personal
values, they may be more likely to buy from
that company."Corporate social responsibility
is not just about managing, reducing and
avoiding risk, it is about creating opportunities,
generating improved performance, making
money and leaving the risks far behind."19
Critics feel it’s a wasteful expenditure: This
is because they believe that it’s the duty of the
government to look after its citizen since
corporates are already paying taxes which the
government utilise for the betterment of the
society. For a small business organisation, this
additional amount spent towards CSR could

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The goal of this paper was to understand the impact
of CSR in society and economy. Based on the
secondary analysis and findings and as per the
words of experts in the field of research it can be
concluded18:
1.

2.

Few companies believe that CSR is no
longer a responsibility but an obligation:
Post amendment of Section 135 of companies
act,2013, major corporations can afford to
allocate a budget to CSR reporting while this
becomes extremely burdensome for small
business enterprises when they come under the
purview of CSR. On the other hand, Indian
economy is currently facing economic
slowdown. Fall in demand for goods and
services have brought down the profit. In this
situation, for a company to meet CSR becomes
an obligation not a responsibility. The cost of
production has also increased substantially
putting pressure on the margin.
CSR should come voluntarily and cannot be
imposed: Notable leading companies in India
and abroad such as Tata group, Infosys,
Microsoft, Berkshire Hathaway etc. adopted
CSR activities even before its inception in
business. They voluntarily involved themselves
towards the betterment of the society. This
attitude should also be seen in other firms too
i.e they should not do anything out of
compulsion but voluntarily.The role of

18https://smallbusiness.chron.com/pros-cons-corporate-social-

responsibility-56247.html,
http://www.allresearchjournal.com/archives/2017/vol3issue3/PartF/3
-3-11-827.pdf, https://www.nibusinessinfo.co.uk/content/businessbenefits-corporate-social-responsibility
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19

(Sunil Misser, Head of Global Sustainability Practice,
PwC)
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have been utilised in providing training and
special skill development to its employees. In
the words of Terry Gou, “Businesses should be
focused on business, and social responsibility
should be government responsibility.”
In the words from Howard Schultz,” Companies
should not have a singular view of profitability.
There needs to be a balance between commerce and
social responsibility.” But strict regulation and
tighter norms may force the companies to accept
social duties but in long run it may harm the
profitability of the firm. In India, CSR is at very
nascent stage many more things are needed to be
improvised else this may encourage the firms to
adopt green washing strategy or unethical measures
which would directly or indirectly create a negative
impact on the society at large.
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ABSTRACT
Compliance to Washington Accord (USA) by NBA
(India) is a landmark event of the current decade as
envisaged in the emphasis on ‘digital pedagogy’ in
Management Education in India today. NBA in
compliance with the basic tenets of the Washington
Accord has made ‘Accreditation of Professional
Courses’ compulsory across the length and breadth
of India. Digital pedagogy is sine qua non of the
present situation in Management education. The
present paper is a humble attempt to present a
model for teaching of Business Communication
using digital pedagogy in Management course as
prescribed by NBA (India). Reviewed in the light of
the prescribed Course Planner of NBA English
faculty cannot continue with the traditional way of
teaching ‘Business Communication’. Digital
Language Laboratory is to be used to develop
Communicative nuances that are followed all over
the world in Management Education. Digital
Language Laboratory should not be misunderstood
as an alternative smart classroom. The present
paper would focus on how NBA - prescribed norms
can be maintained using Digital Language
Laboratory as a teaching aid or digital Realia. The
present paper would showcase modern strategies
where English language can be taught by following
the legacy of ‘continuity in change’ through digital
pedagogy.
Keywords: digital; pedagogical; paradigm;
Business Communication; Language Lab – based;
English teaching; Management Education;
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1. INTRODUCTION
During the twentieth century global society
witnessed several mega events and dramatic
changes in the field of management education
across the globe. Driven by innovations in the field
of transportation system, Electronic advancement,
and Information and Communication Technology
(ICT), classroom pedagogy has established a new
paradigm in higher education. Management
education has experienced and introduced these
technologies that are evolving. These cutting-edge
educational technologies have not only altered the
constraints of space and time but also reshaped the
way we learn, think and communicate in academia.
Rapid advancement in information technologies and
other digital systems have started reshaping our
pedagogical ecosystem. Innovations in ICT allow us
to transmit information quickly and widely
propelling the growth of new urban communities
through linking distant places and diverse areas of
endeavor in productive new ways. Even two
decades ago this was unimaginable in Indian
Management education.
Management Education has been brought under the
Provisions of Washington Accord in India since
2010.Two overriding principles behind standard
course planning and Lesson Planning are being
used that are known as ‘variety’ and ‘flexibility’.
‘Variety’with reference to Digital Lab-Based
Business
Communication
teaching,
means
involving Business Communication students in a
number of different types of Digital Learning
Activities and introducing them to wide selections
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TABLE 1: Realia used in Business Communication Lab

REALIA AT A GLANCE
Digital Lang. Learning Activities
Computer – Aided Language Lab
Select Audio –video Sessions
LAN/WAN/ CD /DVD Player
Smart Board with E-Marker Pen
E- Graphics / Charts (flip / Information)
Over Head Projector (OHP) with Transparent
Sheets
Cards (Cue Cards / Flash Cards)
Slide Projector with Slides
Activity Sheets / Hand Outs
Teacher’s Talk (Podcast / Lab Class Interaction)
of relevant Digital Study Materials through a
number of Realia (see Table 1 below for details).
2. EXPERIENCE REVIEW
As a ‘Board of Study Member’ of WBUT
(MAKAUT) the present researcher got an
opportunity to design New Syllabus for the
Engineering students of West Bengal University of
Technology (WBUT) The previous Research
Project was in the field of ‘Syllabus Designing’ for
Engineering English under MAKAUT (formerly
WBUT).
The Need Analysis was done with reference to the
job situation requirements of the Engineers and
Management students and the potentiality of
English faculties of Engineering / Management
colleges to implement the ‘new Business
Communication syllabus that require digital focus.

There were a number of professional meetings and
workshops with English Faculty Members of
Engineering/Management colleges during the
process of ‘Syllabus Design’ of Moulana Abul
Kalam Azad University of Technology (formerly
WBUT).
3. DIGITAL LESSON PLANNING
Digital lesson planning for digitally programmed
Business Communication teaching in a Lab
situation should take up the challenges of the
recently designed NBA course planner so that
learning Business Communication becomes ever interesting and never - monotonous one for the
Management students. Let us have a glance at
processed Digital Realia for changed digital
paradigm:
A. Computer – Aided Language Laboratory
B. Interactive Digital Smart Board
C. Podcasts
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D. Webinars
E. Interactive Digital LED Projector
F. Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC)
‘Flexibility’ comes into play when Business
Communication teachers deal with the NBA –
designed course planner which is based on major
graduate attributes of the Washington Accord. The
lesson plan for a particular day or a session in the
Business Communication Lab class may not be
appropriate for that class. There may have a number
of reasons behind the failure of a lesson plan in a
DigitalBusiness Communication class. Some
probable reasons are:
• Odd routine timings
• Non – contextual texts
• Lack of pre- session motivational activities
• Less application of digital tools
The flexible Business Communication teacher must
be able to change the lesson plan in such a situation
even if it requires minor adjustments with the
prescribed NBA course planner. Flexibility at the
implementation level is the prime requisite that a
genuinely adaptable and dynamic teacher may never
disregard. Sub-Skills (see Table 2 for details) of
Digital Business Communicationteaching are very
important for maintaining variety and flexibility.
TABLE 2: Sub-Skills of Business Communication
Teaching Skill

Sub-Skills and Qualities of Digital Business
Communication Teaching Skill
T - Tenacity Building for Developing Business
Communication Proficiency
E - Enterprise for Involving the Students in
Business Communication Activities
A Adaptability to Digital
Business
Communication Lab Environment
C - Communicative ability in English Language
for Business Communication
H
- Heuristic Ability regarding
Business
Communication Pedagogy
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I - Interest for Self Development in Business
CommunicationTeaching Ability
N - Nurturing Attitude towards
Business
Communication
G - Generating Interest in
Business
Communication as a Creative Monitor
BUSINESS
COMMUNICATION
S Soft Skills related to
Business
Communication Teaching
K - Kinetic Capacity Building in
Business
Communication
I - Ideational Thinking Skill Building in Business
Communication
L - Learner – Centered Pedagogy (Teaching and
Learning Process)
L – Logical use ofAuthentic Materialsin Business
Communication Class
4. FROM TRADITIONAL TO DIGITAL
PEDAGOGICAL PARADIGM METRICS
Let us very quickly review the progress of
pedagogical paradigm from traditional classroom
pedagogy to digital pedagogy. The first five features
were mostly practiced in education from the
eighteenth century to the twentieth century.
A. Teacher/s → Communication → Learner/s:
Classroom
Communication
played
an
important role in traditional classroom
situation. Few Management collfges follow this
model for teaching Business Communication
still today. The mono-directional arrows clearly
show that the Lecture Method is followed in
such classroom practice.
B. Teacher/s → TLM/Content → Learner/s: In
continuation with the traditional classroom
pedagogy as shown above teacher played an
important role by preparing Teaching Learning
Material (TLM). The mono-directional arrows
clearly show that the Authoritarian practice is
followed in such situation.
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C. Teacher/s → Method/s → Learner/s: In most
cases faculty members decided the teaching
method/s to be used for making the Business
Communication class interesting. The monodirectional arrows clearly show that the
Method was solely decided by the concerned
faculty. Moreover scientific method was hardly
followed in such classroom situation.
D. Teacher/s → LE + Realia → Learner/s:
AuthoritarianBusiness
Communication
faculty member maintained strict discipline and
Learning Environment (LE) was hardly
student-friendly. Students were allowed to
follow teacher’s dictation from the TLM or old
notes of the concerned faculty. Unlike Digital
pedagogy Realia were hardly used
E. Teacher/s → Test → Learner/s: Business
Communication faculty member played the
role of Test Administrator and Evaluator. The
mono-directional arrows clearly show that the
Authoritarian practice is followed in such
situation where the students had no say
regarding Test Design and Evaluation process.
F.

Teacher/s→ Interaction  Learner/s:
Behavioural psychology has been brought in
the domain of Management education as a
pedagogical paradigm. At present Business
Communication is taught using Interactive
Discussion Method. The classroom interaction
takes place in a student-friendly Learning
Environment (LE) and Management students
find their place equal to the faculty member.
The face to face directions of the arrows clearly
prove this point.

G. Teacher Variable
→Teaching Style:
Digital Pedagogy depends on the capacity of
the Business Communication faculty. Teacher
variability has been regarded as one of the key
factors for progress of the Management study.
Therefore standard Management colleges
arrange for Faculty Development Programme/s
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(FDP) to en-skill and improve the teaching
style of the concernedfaculty member/s.
H. Learner Variable → Learning Style:
Digital Pedagogy has paved the way for the
Business
Communication
faculty
to
emphasize the diverse learning style of
Management students. As a matter of fact
learner variability has become the buzz phrase
and one of the key factors for progress of the
Management study. Therefore standard
Management colleges arrange for Faculty
Development Programme/s (FDP) to en-skill
and improve the teaching style of the
concernedfaculty member/s on the basis of
different learning styles of Management
students.
I.

Learner/s → Evaluation → Teachers:
Digital pedagogy has established the norm that
Management students are primary stake
holders of their education. Business
Communication is not an exception.
Management students are aware of the
Evaluation criteria from the very beginning of
the course. Moreover, they may consult the
concerned faculty members to adopt digital
evaluation as a norm for better implementation
of Evaluation yardsticks.

J.

Digitized Teaching → LE + Realia 
Digitized Learning: Digital pedagogy is
primarily concerned with Digitized Teaching
which includes proper use of digitized Realia
in student-friendly Lab-based Learning
Environment for Business Communication.
Digital pedagogy must ensure the Digitized
Learning in digited process in Management
education.

Experienced Business Communication Professors
of Management colleges all over the globe are well
aware of the danger of routine and monotonous
lecture
method
of
teaching
Business
Communication. They are also aware of how
Management students may become de-motivated if
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they face the same sort of classroom environment in
the Digital Business Communication Laboratory.
The danger of inattentive class can only be avoided
if the concerned faculty believes that the learning
experience should be permanently stimulating and
interesting for Business Communication.

Module 1

Pedagogically saying, this adaptation to digital
pedagogy is difficult to achieve but not impossible
to execute. If the Lab Class Activities,Business
CommunicationExercises are properly adapted in
the Lesson Plan the Management students will be
interested and happy to do such self- promoting
Activities. Business Communication is required to
be introduced in various ways like ‘ Business
Dialogue Analysis’, ‘Business Discourse Analysis’,
‘Authentic Business Communication Analysis’ and
‘ Business Case Studies’. No doubt, the introduction
stages of Business Communication class will
become gradually less and less challenging.

Module 2

If all Reading Activities are always concentrated on
extracting specific information through mechanical
skimming and scanning the Management students
hardly get any opportunity to use and hone their
Soft
Skills.
Consequently,
‘Reading
for
comprehension ’becomes less interesting activity
for them. The same is true of any other Business
Communication activity that is continually repeated
in Management class. Business Communication
Teachers’ aim should always be to provide a variety
of different Business Communication activities
which will help individual students to have a
command over the English language that they use
either for Communication or for Business
Development.

1. Select Audio –video Lectures
2. LAN/WAN/ CD /DVD Player
3. E-Graphics / Charts

5. LANGUAGE LAB – BASED TEACHING:
BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
SYLLABUS IN CONTEXT
Keeping in mind MAKAUT syllabus of Business
Communication one may extract the following
features (Lab-based classes have been displayed in
bold letters):
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L 14 + P 6

i. Principles of Communication
ii. V & NVC
iii. Written Communication
iv. Writing Report
L 12 + P 8

i. Internal Communication
ii. External Communication
iii. Writing Business Letter
iv. Handling Business Information
Under Outcome-based Education (OBE) scheme,
introduced by NBA, Management students need to
know the purpose behind a certain task. They need
to know why they are doing some Digital Lab
activity and what they will achieve after completing
the given task. The Digital content may be focused
as shown below:

The Lesson Plan should specify the purpose which
may be ‘Communicative Activities’ ordevelopment
of Receptive skills (Listening skill & Reading skill)
and Productive skills (Speaking Skill & Writing
Skill) or Technical –cum-Business Orientation.
Business Communication faculty members of
Management Institutes must have a specific purpose
for all the activities they organize in a class or in
Digital Language Laboratory for that matter and
they should communicate that purpose in their
Lesson Plan. Lesson Plan should also be available
as an appendage of NBA Course Plan.
Pedagogic Aspect
Management class may include a number of
intellectually advanced personalities with diverse
Learning Experiences and different world views.
As a result, the Business Communication activity
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that is particularly appropriate for a fresher may
not be ideal for a Degree-holder with job
experience. Therefore Business Communication
faculty members who vary their teaching
approaches may be able to satisfy most of their
Management students at different times.
6. MULTI-FUNCTIONAL VARIETY
Variety is a principle that applies especially to a
series of classes. Over a two-week period, for
example, we will try and do different things in the
classes. Variety also applies to a lesser extent to a
single class period. Although there are some
activities that can last for fifty minutes it seems
generally true that changes of activity during that
time are advisable. An introduction of new language
that lasted for fifty minutes would probably be
counter-productive, and it is noticeable how an
over-long accurate reproduction stage tires students
and fails to be very effective.
We would not expect, either, to ask the students to
engage in ‘Reading Comprehension’ for a whole
class. We might, however, be able to base a whole
class on one Reading passage, but only if we varied
the activities that we could use with it. Thus we
might get students to read to extract specific
information; this could be followed by some
discussion, some intensive work and some kind of
written or oral follow-up. Children, especially, need
to do different things in fairly quick succession
since they will generally not be able to concentrate
on one activity for a long stretch of time.
The teacher who believes in variety will have to be
flexible since the only way to provide variety is to
use a number of different techniques; not all of
these will fit into one methodology(teachers should
be immediately suspicious of anyone who says they
have the answer to language teaching for this will
imply a lack of flexibility).
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7. CONCLUSION
Dynamic lesson planning is the art of mixing and
matching digital techniques, activities and materials
in such a way that an ideal balance is maintained for
the Business Communication class. In a general
language teaching course faculty members
emphasize on teaching the basic four skills namely
Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing.
Digital pedagogy of Business Communication
focuses on presentation skill and digitally controlled
practice sessions of roughly-tuned input / receptive
skill activities or communicative activities.
Different student grouping may be used for
ensuring group dynamics and team work.
If theBusiness Communication faculty members
have the scope of using a large variety of digital
techniques and activities that they can then apply
their honest effort for upgrading lesson planning to
cope up with the requisite standard of digital
pedagogy.
In a digitized learning environment Business
Communication faculty may ask:
'What is it that my students will feel, know or be
able to do at the end of the class (or classes) that
they did not feel or know or were not able to do at
the beginning of the class (or classes)?'
One may say for example, that they will feel more
positive about learning Business Communication
at the end of the class than they did at the beginning
as a result of communicative activities that were
enjoyable.
Other may say for example, that they will know
some new communication nuances that they did
not learn before.
Still another may say that they will be able to write
a type of Business Letter / Report that they were
not able to write before attending the digitized Labbased Business Communication class.
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In answering the moot question Business
Communication faculty members are required to
create the outcome – oriented objectives for the
Management class. Students may be involved in
game-likecommunication activities because the
teacher's objective is to have the Business
Communication students relax and feel more
positive about their digitized Management class.
The Management students may be given a reading
passage / Business Case to work out because the
teacher's objective is to improve their ability to
extract specific information from relevant written
texts. Business Case Analysis activity may be
introduced because the objective is that students
should know how to refer to the past anecdotes,
critically describe the present crises and put
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argument in favour of the sustainable decision using
proper digital platform.
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ABSTRACT
Dividend performance of a corporate entity as
measured by dividend pay-outs is influenced by the
dividend policy of that particular entity. However,
determination of the dividend policy by the
corporate entities has always been a puzzle. In the
first section of the paper, Dividend performance as
measured through “dividend payout ratio” is taken
as the dependent variable. Three independent
variables related to “Size of the Firm”,
“Profitability ratio” and “Profits” have been taken.
The time period for the present study is from 200708 to 2017-18. Econometric analysis has been done
to determine the significant variables influencing
the dividend payout ratio. BSE 200 companies have
been taken for the study. Seminal work done by
Modigliani-Miller and Lintner etc forms the
important background of this paper. The second
section of the article tries to explore the
relationship between P/E ratio and Dividend payout
ratio. The paper tries to explore and investigate into
the irrationality of the behaviour, relating to
payment of dividends and attempts to explain by
Behavioural Finance.

One of the notable works in the area of dividend
theory included that of the work by Fama and
French(in 2001) who by their empirical evidence
concluded that US dividend paying firms are
basically large and profitable, thus there is a
positive correlation between the size and the
amount of dividend paid. While it was also
observed that non payers of dividend are basically
small and less profitable. Bhattacharya (in 1979) in
his research paper states that high dividend may be
associated with high investment opportunities. He
argues that high quality firms pay higher dividends
to reduce information disparities between managers
and investors of high growth firms.
In the first section of the paper, Dividend
performance as measured through “dividend payout
ratio” is taken as the dependent variable. Three
independent variables related to “Size of the Firm”,
“Profitability ratio” and “Profits” have been taken.
The time period for the present study is from 200708 to 2017-18. Econometric analysis has been done
to determine the significant variables influencing
the dividend payout ratio. BSE 200 companies have
been taken for the study.

Keywords: Dividend Policy, BSE 200, Return on
Equity, P/E ratio, Behavioural Finance.

The article also tries to explore the relationship
between P/E ratio and Dividend payout ratio.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Dividend Policy has always been an important,
challenging and a central issue in corporate finance.
The companies are free to select how much to pay
as dividend to ordinary shareholders though certain
factors like legal requirements, availability of cash
resources may act as constraints.

A thorough literature review has been made by the
authors while conducting the study. The various
variables used in the study have been extracted after
scanning through various literatures. It is proposed
to present briefly some of the research studies
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conducted by different researchers pertaining to the
present study:
John Lintner (1956) Harvard University’s Professor
of Economics and Business Administration
proposed the Lintner model for corporate dividend
policy that focused on two core notions: (1) a
company's target payout ratio and (2) the speed at
which current dividends adjust to the target.
Robert Shiller in his book titled “Misbehaving The
making of Behavioural economics” in one of his
graphs featuring “Do stock prices move too much?”
found out that present value of dividends were
highly stable but the stock prices which attempts to
forecast the present value of Dividends are highly
variable during the time period of 1880 to 1980.
Ranti (2013) in his research paper investigated into
the determinants of dividends policy in the Nigerian
stock exchange Market for the year 2006-2011.The
paper aimed to investigate the effect of financial
performance, Firm size, financial leverage and
Board Independence on Dividend Payout Decisions
of the listed firms.
Ramachandran
and
Packkirisamy
(2010)
investigated into the association of corporate
leverage and dividend policy on a panel sample of
73 firms across industries consisting of Cement,
Chemical, Oil etc for the period 1996–2007 using
Multiple Regression Technique. The study
concludes through empirical investigation that the
dividend payout of small size, medium size, large
size, and overall corporate firms across industries in
India is dependent on the level of debt level in
capital structure.
Kanwal and Kapoor (2008) have tried to identify
various factors like profitability, cash flows etc
which influence the dividend payout ratio in
Information Technology sector in India in the
current scenario. Statistical techniques of
correlation and regression have been used to
explore the relationship between key variables.
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Rafique (2012) have tried to study the influence of
factors like earnings, firm size, growth, profitability,
corporate tax and financial leverage on dividend
payout ratio for 6 years from 2005 to 2010 with
reference to non financial firms listed in the Karachi
Stock Exchange. Regression Analysis has been
conducted and results revealed that “Corporate Tax”
and “Firm’s Size” had significant relationship with
Dividend Payout.
The Modigliani-Miller theorem (M&M) states that
the market value of a company is calculated using
its earning power and the risk of its underlying
assets and is independent of the way it finances
investments or distributes dividends. There are three
methods a firm can choose to finance: borrowing,
spending profits (versus handing them out to
shareholders in the form of dividends), and straight
issuance of shares. While complicated, the theorem
in its simplest form is based on the idea that with
certain assumptions in place, there is no difference
between a firm financing itself with debt or equity.
3. OBJECTIVES
The major objectives focussed in this research paper
are as follows:
•

This research paper focuses to study the
influence of various independent variables on
the Dividend Payout ratio. The dependent
variable taken into consideration is the
“Dividend Payout Ratio” and three independent
variables related to “Size of the Firm”,
“Profitability ratio” and “Profits” have been
taken into consideration for the study.

•

The most significant independent variables
influencing the Dividend payout ratio has been
ranked as per their beta values.

•

The article also tries to explore the relationship
between P/E ratio and Dividend payout ratio.
4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

4.1 Source of Data:
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This study is conducted based on secondary data of
the selected companies of BSE 200.
Using Prowess Database software, list of all the
companies of BSE 200 has been determined which
are listed and permitted to trade in BSE. Apart from
this, information has also been obtained from
Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE) and
annual financial statements downloaded from
websites of respective companies while conducting
our research.
4.2 Sampling and Population:
Overall 200 companies were extracted from
Prowess Database Software. Due to unavailability
of information of one form or other out of 200
Companies, 168 Companies were finally selected.
The study has been conducted for the period from
2007-08 to 2017-18.
4.3 Statistical Methods:
Econometric Analysis was carried out taking the
help of Statistical Software package SPSS 20. The
data have been analyzed using various statistical
tools like Multiple Regressions.

Return on Net worth (RONW) is a measure of
profitability of a company. It is calculated by
dividing the net income of the firm in question by
shareholders’ equity. Return on Net Worth
(RONW) =Average PAT (Profit after Tax)/Average
Net.
Size of the Firm (Log Assets)
It is the most important variable for every firm
because a firm’s sustainability mostly depends on
its size and also the income part which is directly
proportional to its total assets.
Size of the Firm = Log (Average Total Assets)
Profit After Tax (PAT)
Profit after Tax:
Profit after-tax is the earnings of a business after all
income taxes have been deducted. This amount is
the final, residual amount of profit generated by an
organization. The profit after-tax figure is
considered the best measure of the ability of an
entity to generate a return, since it incorporates both
operating income and income from other sources,
such as interest income.

5. DEFINATION OF VARIABLES
PE Ratio:
The dependent variable and the various independent
variables taken into consideration for the study have
been described in brief as below:
Dependent Variable (Dividend Payout Ratio):
Firms with high dividend payout ratio seem to be
attractive from the shareholders point of view but
low dividend payout ratio indicates that the firm’s
retention ratio is high. A higher retention ratio
implies that the profit retained can act as a source
for internal financing and the firms need not depend
upon debt capital.
Dividend payout =Average Dividend / Average
PAT where (PAT is Profit after Tax).
Independent Variables:
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The price-to-earnings ratio (P/E ratio) is the ratio
for valuing a company that measures its current
share price relative to its per-share earnings (EPS).
The price-to-earnings ratio is also sometimes known
as the price multiple or the earnings multiple. P/E
ratios are used by investors and analysts to
determine the relative value of a company's shares
in an apples-to-apples comparison. It can also be
used to compare a company against its own
historical record or to compare aggregate markets
against one another or over time.
6. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
Multiple regression analysis is done taking the DPR
(Dividend Payout Ratio) as dependent variable and
Size of the firm (Log Assets), Profit after tax and
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Return on Net Worth is taken as independent
variables.
It is observed from Table 1 that that Size of the
Firm (log assets) (with t value of -2.564 and p value
of.011) and Profit after Tax (with t value of 2.107
The result of Table 1 is given below.

and p value of.001) is significantly influencing the
Dividend payout ratio. It is observed from beta
value that Size of the firm is negatively influencing
the dividend payout ratio while Profit after tax is
positively influencing the dividend payout ratio.

TABLE 1: Regression results (DPR is taken as dependent variable and Size of the firm, Profit after tax and
Return on Net Worth is taken as independent variables.

Model

1

Unstandardized Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

t

Sig.

3.579

.000

B

Std. Error

(Constant)

.867

.242

Return on net worth

-.049

.080

-.047

-.618

.538

1.574E-005

.000

.102

2.107

.001

-.156

.061

-.237

-2.564

.011

Profit after tax
Size

Beta

a. Dependent Variable: Dividend payout ratio
Source: Computed by Authors
The significant variables influencing the dividend payout ratio has been ranked as per their absolute beta
values. It is observed from Table 2 that Size of the firm is the most significant variable influencing the
dividend payout ratio with beta value of -.237 and Profit after tax with beta value of.102 is the second most
important variable influencing the dividend payout ratio.
The result of Table 2 is given below:
Variables

Beta Values

Rank

Size of the Firm (Log Total assets)

-.237

1

Profit After Tax

.102

2

Source: Computed by Authors
PE Ratio and Dividend payout ratio:
The relationship between PE Ratio and Dividend Payout ratio has been investigated. Correlation technique
has been utilized. It is observed from the Table 3 that there is a negative correlation between PE Ratio and
Dividend payout ratio.
The result of Table 3 is given below:
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TABLE 3: Correlation Analysis between PE Ratio and Dividend Payout Ratio

Correlations

price earnings ratio

dividend pay out ratio

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

price earning ratio
1
168
-.059
.444
168

dividend pay out ratio
-.059
.444
168
1
168

Source: Computed by Authors
7. CONCLUSIONS
It is observed from the study that a negative
correlation exists between PE Ratio and Dividend
payout ratio meaning that if the company pays more
dividends the PE Ratio decreases which may
indicate that the market price of the share decreases.

market. In the real world is always characterised by
imperfection such as taxes on dividend income as
well as capital appreciation, floatation cost etc. In
wake of this imperfection which is explained by
Behavioural finance, there is no single traditional
view about what constitute appropriate dividend
policy.

If the company pays more dividends, it retains less
indicating that in short term though the shareholders
may be happy but in long term it will have a
negative impact on the market price of the shares.

Some of the reasons why the company pay
Dividends are Investor Preference for Dividends,
Information Signalling, Clientele Effect and Agency
Costs.

Further it is observed from the study that profit after
tax and Size of the firm is significantly influencing
the dividend payout ratio. Profit after tax is
positively influencing the dividend payout ratio
while size of the firm is negatively influencing the
dividend payout ratio. It indicates that with the
increase of the size of the firm the companies are
paying lesser dividends. Most probably they are
retaining more for future growth and expansion
which may have a positive impact on the market
price of the shares in future. It also indicates that
with the increase of Profit after tax the companies
are paying more dividends. It is also observed from
the study that Size of the firm is most important
variable influencing the dividend payout ratio
followed by Profit after tax.

The reason behind the profit after tax and Size of
the firm is significantly influencing the dividend
payout ratio can also be attributed to the
irrationality of the behaviour, relating to payment of
dividends and can be attempted to be explained
through Behavioural Finance.

In case of Modigliani Miller approach (reference:
Literature Review section) assumes a perfect capital
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Digital technology and Internet-based database
management system have brought dramatic changes
in the mode of operations in all business
transactions.
Business
organizations
and
management professionals depend upon the
electronic media and computer-generated e-records
for documentation. Information technology poses
new and complex ethical, legal and extralegal
threats tomanagement which inter alia involve
abuses and misuses of Information Technology.The
situation demands a fresh look into the problem of
Cyber Security in Management. Information stored
in electronic form is cheaper, faster and easier to
store, retrieve and to access than traditional paper
–based management records. But the question
remains: How far these electronic records are
maintainable in Indian court of law undet IT Act
2000 (as amended in 2008)? Management is aware
of the advantages of e-records but is reluctant to
conduct or conclude business transactions in the
electronic form due to lack of legal framework in
India. Globalized technological changes have
created a new global economy powered by
technology, fuelled by information and driven by
‘knowledgeable management’. The present paper
will analyse the challenge of digitized management
and seek answer tothe question mentioned above
related to Cyber Security in ICT1 - enabled
environment of digitized management.

The present chapter is an analytical study to
understand the efficacy of IT Act of 2000 (As
Amended in 2008) in tandem with Evidence Act of
1872 and Code of Criminal Procedure
(hereunder referred to as CrPC) of 1972 with
reference to challenges in digitized Management.

Keywords: Challenge; Cyber; Security; digitized;
management

Cyber Law is a term used to describe the legal
issues related to use of communications technology,
particularly "cyberspace", i.e. the Internet. It is less
a distinct domain of law in the way that property or
contract are as it is an intersection of many legal
fields, including intellectual property, privacy,
freedom of expression, and jurisdiction. In essence,

1

Information and Communication Technology
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Cyber Crimes refer to unlawful acts wherein the
computer is either a tool or a target or both. Cyber
Crimes can involve criminal activities that are
traditional in nature, such as theft, fraud, forgery,
defamation and mischief, all of which are subject to
the Indian Penal Code. The abuse of computers has
also given birth to a gamut of new age crimes that
are addressed by the Information Technology Act,
2000 as amended in 2008.
Cyber Crimes are categorized as shown below:
•

Computer as a Target for Crime : Using a
computer to attack other computers.e.g.
attacking
‘Anti-Hacking
Virus’
(AHV)/Disabling Anti – Virus (DAV),Worm
attacks,Denial of Service(DOS) attack etc..

•

Computer as a weapon for Committing
Crime: Using a computer to commit real world
crimes. e.g. Cyber Terrorism, IPR violations,
Credit / Debit Card frauds,ElecronicFund
Transfer (EFT) frauds, Pornography etc.
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cyber law is an attempt to integrate the challenges
presented by human activity on the Internet with
legacy system of laws applicable to the physical
world.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW: CYBER LAW IN
INDIA
Though there are several commentaries available on
IT Act of India and Cyber Laws of different
countries including USA there was no such attempt
earlier to study the efficacy of the Act with
reference to digitized Management.
Cyber law is important because it touches almost all
aspects of Management transactions and activities
on and concerning the Internet, the World Wide
Web and Cyberspace. Initially it may seem that
Cyber law is a very technical field and that it does
not have any bearing to most activities in
Cyberspace. Cyberspace has some techno - legal
Cyber issues that require ready resolution.
The founding fathers of Internet hardly had any cue
that Internet could transform itself into an all
pervading global revolution. There was no
assumptions that Internet could be misused
forcriminal Activities and which would require laws
and regulations. Today, there are many disturbing
things happening in cyberspace. Due to the
anonymous nature of the Internet, it is possible to
engage into a variety of criminal activities with
impunity and people with intelligence, have been
grossly misusing this aspect of the Internet to
perpetuate criminal activities in cyberspace. Hence
the need for Cyber laws in India.

not denied legal effect, validity or enforceability,
solely on the ground that it is in the form of
electronic records.
In view of the growth in transactions and
communications carried out through electronic
records, the Act seeks to empower government
departments to accept filing, creating and retention
of official documents in the digital format. The Act
has also proposed a legal framework for the
authentication and origin of electronic records /
communications through digital signature.
•

From the perspective of e-commerce in India,
the IT Act 2000 and its provisions contain many
positive aspects. Firstly, the implications of
these provisions for the e-businesses would be
that email would now be a valid and legal form
of communication in our country that can be
duly produced and approved in a court of law.

•

Companies shall now be able to carry out
electronic
commerce
using
the
legal
infrastructure provided by the Act.

•

Digital signatures have been given legal validity
and sanction in the Act.

•

The Act throws open the doors for the entry of
corporate companies in the business of being
Certifying Authorities for issuing Digital
Signatures Certificates.

•

The Act now allows Government to issue
notification on the web thus heralding egovernance.

•

The Act enables the companies to file any form,
application or any other document with any
office, authority, body or agency owned or
controlled by the appropriate Government in
electronic form by means of such electronic
form as may be prescribed by the appropriate
Government.

•

The IT Act also addresses the important issues
of security, which are so critical to the success
of electronic transactions. The Act has given a
legal definition to the concept of secure digital

3. CYBER LAWS IN MANAGEMENT
The IT Act 2000 (as amended in 2008) attempts to
change out - dated laws of India and provides ways
to deal with cyber Crimes IN Management. These
laws are required so that people can perform
purchase transactions over the Net through credit
cards without any fear of misuse. The Act offers the
much-needed legal framework so that information is
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signatures that would be required to have been
passed through a system of a security procedure,
as stipulated by the Government at a later date.
•

Under the IT Act, 2000, it shall now be possible
for corporates to have a statutory remedy in case
if anyone breaks into their computer systems or
network and causes damages or copies data. The
remedy provided by the Act is in the form of
monetary damages, not exceeding Rs. 1 crore.
4. HOW FAR DOES IT ACT MAINTAIN
CYBER SECURITY IN MANAGEMENT?

i.

Digital signature has been replaced with
electronic signature to make it a more
technology neutral act.

ii.

It elaborates on Offences, Penalties, and
Breaches.

iii

It outlines the Justice Dispensation Systems
for Cyber-Crimes.

iv. It defines in a new section that cyber café is
any facility from where the access to the
internet is offered by any person in the ordinary
course of business to the members of the
public.
v.

It provides for the constitution of the Cyber
Regulations Advisory Committee.

vi. It is based on The Indian Penal Code, 1860,
The Indian Evidence Act, 1872, The Bankers'
Books Evidence Act, 1891, The Reserve Bank
of India Act, 1934, etc.
vii. It adds a provision to Section 81, which states
that the provisions of the Act shall have
overriding effect. The provision states that
nothing contained in the Act shall restrict any
person from exercising any right conferred
under the Copyright Act, 1957. –
viii. The IT Act contains 13 Chapters and 90
Sections.

ix. The last four sections namely sections 91 to 94
in the IT Act 2000 deals with the amendments
to the Indian Penal Code 1860, The Indian
Evidence Act 1872, The Bankers’ Books
Evidence Act 1891 and the Reserve Bank of
India Act 1934 were deleted.
x.

It commences with Preliminary aspect in
Chapter 1, which deals with the short, title,
extent, commencement and application of the
Act in Section 1. Section 2 provides Definition.

xi. Chapter 2 deals with the authentication of
electronic records, digital signatures, electronic
signatures, etc.
xii. Chapter 11 deals with offences and penalties. A
series of offences have been provided along
with punishment in this part of The Act.
xiii. Thereafter the provisions about due diligence,
role of intermediaries and some miscellaneous
provisions are been stated.
Xiv The Act is embedded with two schedules. The
First Schedule deals with Documents or
Transactions to which the Act shall not apply.
The Second Schedule deals with electronic
signature or electronic authentication technique
and procedure. The Third and Fourth Schedule
are omitted.
xv Intermediary, dealing with any specific
electronic records, is a person who on behalf of
another person accepts stores or transmits that
record or provides any service with respect to
that record. Examples:
a. Telecom Service Providers
b. Network Service Providers
c. Internet Service Providers
d. Web-hosting Service Providers
e. Search Engines
f. Online Payment Sites
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g. Online Auction Sites
h. Online Market Places and Cyber Cafes
IT Act defines the offences in a detailed manner
along with the penalties for each category of
offence. Cyber offences are the illegitimate actions,
which are carried out in a classy manner where
either the computer is the tool or target or both.
The IT Act 2008 has brought amendment in four
statutes (vide Section 91-94). These changes have
been provided in Schedule 1-4 as explained below:
1.

The first Schedule contains the amendments in
the Penal Code. It has widened the scope of the
term "document" to bring within its ambit
electronic documents.

2.

The second schedule deals with amendments to
the India Evidence Act. It pertains to the
inclusion of electronic document in the
definition of evidence.

3.

The third schedule amends the Banker's Books
Evidence Act. This amendment brings about
change in the definition of "Banker's-book". It
includes printouts of data stored in a floppy,
disc, tape or any other form of electromagnetic
data storage device. Similar change has been
brought about in the expression "Certifiedcopy" to include such printouts within its
purview.\

4.

The fourth schedule amends the Reserve Bank
of India Act. It pertains to the regulation of
fund transfer through electronic means
between the banks or between the banks and
other financial institution.

5. APPLICATION OF IT ACT IN DIGITIZED
MANAGEMENT
The faster world-wide connectivity has developed
numerous online crimes and these increased
offences led to the need of laws for protection. In
order to keep in stride with the changing generation,
the Indian Parliament passed the Information
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Technology Act 2000 that has been conceptualized
on the United Nations Commissions on
International Trade Law.As per the sub clause (4) of
Section 1, nothing in this Act shall apply to
documents or transactions specified in First
Schedule. Following are the documents or
transactions to which the Act shall not apply −
1.

Negotiable Instrument (Other than a cheque) as
defined in section 13 of the Negotiable
Instruments Act, 1881;

2.

A Power-of-Attorney as defined in section 1A
of the Powers-of-Attorney Act, 1882;

3.

A trust as defined in section 3 of the Indian
Trusts Act, 1882;

4.

A will as defined in clause (h) of Section 2 of
the Indian Succession Act, 1925 including any
other testamentary disposition;

5.

Any contract for the sale or conveyance of
immovable property or any interest in such
property;

6.

Any such class of documents or transactions as
may be notified by the Central Government.

Section 65: Tampering with computer source
documents
Whoever knowingly or intentionally conceals,
destroys or alters or intentionally or knowingly
causes another to conceal, destroy or alter any
computer source code used for a computer,
computer program, computer system or computer
network, when the computer source code is required
to be kept or maintained by law for the being time
in force, shall be punishable with imprisonment up
to three year, or with fine which may extend up to
two lakh rupees, or with both.
Explanation: For the purpose of this section
“computer source code” means the listing of
programs, computer commands, design and layout
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and program analysis of computer resource in any
form.

storing and appreciating Digital Evidence. Thus the
Act has miles to go before it can be truly effective.

Object: The object of the section is to protect the
“intellectual property” invested in the computer. It
is an attempt to protect the computer source
documents (codes) beyond what is available under
the Copyright Law. Essential ingredients of the
section:
i. knowingly or intentionally concealing

Compounding of Cyber Offence: Section 77-A of
the I T Act provides that any Court of competent
jurisdiction may compound offences, other than
offences for which the punishment for life or
imprisonment for a term exceeding three years has
been provided under the Act. No offence shall be
compounded if −

ii.

i.

The accused is, by reason of his previous
conviction, is liable to either enhanced
punishment or to the punishment of different
kind; OR

ii.

Offence affects the socio economic conditions
of the country; OR

knowingly or intentionally destroying

iii. knowingly or intentionally altering
iv. knowingly or intentionally causing others to
conceal
v.

knowingly or intentionally causing another to
destroy

vi

Knowingly or intentionally causing another to
alter.

This section extends towards the Copyright Act and
helps the companies to protect their source code of
their programs.
Section 65 is tried by any magistrate. This is
cognizable and non-bailable offence.
Penalties: Imprisonment up to 3 years and / or Fine
− Two lakh rupees
6. CONCLUSION
Cyber Laws are the sole saviour to combat cybercrime. It is only through stringent laws that
unbreakable security could be provided to the
nation’s information. The I.T. Act of India came up
as a special act to tackle the problem of Cyber
Crime. The Act was sharpened by the Amendment
Act of 2008.
Cyber Crime is committed every now and then, but
is still hardly reported. The cases of cyber-crime
that reaches to the Court of Law are therefore very
few. There are practical difficulties in collecting,
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iii. Offence has been committed against a child
below the age of 18 years; OR
iv. Offence has been committed against a woman.
Appellate Provision: The person alleged of an
offence under this Act may file an application for
compounding in the Court. The offence will then be
pending for trial and the provisions of Sections 265B and 265-C of Cr. P.C. shall apply.
While the lawmakers deserve compliments for their
admirable work removing various deficiencies in
the Indian Cyber law and for making it
technologically neutral, yet it appears that there has
been a major mismatch between the expectation of
the nation and the resultant effect of the amended
legislation with reference to Cyber security in
digitized Management. The most bizarre and
startling aspect of the new amendments is that these
amendments seek to make the Indian cyber law a
cyber-crime friendly legislation; − a legislation that
goes extremely soft on cyber criminals. Legal
scholars claim that IT Act encourages Cyber
criminals by lessening the quantum of punishment.
Moreover, a majority of cyber Crimes have been
stipulated under the IT Act as boilable offences.
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The above study has shown beyond doubt that IT
Act has got enough strengths in tandem with Indian
Evidence Act, CRPC and Indian Penal Code to
save India from being the potential Cyber-crime
capital of the world in the domain of digitized
Management.
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ABSTRACT
Internet of Things (IoT) is forecast to be one of the
main floating megatrends in technology.
Collectiveinformation with current and probable
ubiquity and generality of connected smart devices
it breaks upthe application in several areas,
including marketing. Possible of sensors and
actuators for context significant, adapted, real-time,
cooperating communication with clients and
shoppers is seen as a driver of traffic and
transaction, facilitator of movement along the path
to purchase, able to enrich their experience. At the
same time, they can serve to expand logistics and
infrastructure for more effective retail trade and
store management. This paper analyses and
arrangesprospective
applications
of
IoT
technologies and solutions for activepromoting at
retail from the position of producers and sellers as
well as from the angle of customer/purchaser facing
or infrastructure and process related initiatives. We
propose a model that directsmore benefit to
industry practices of marketing and retail to drive
business results and inexpensivegain. Proposed
model is applied on multiple industry cases. With
theoretical background and practical examples, the
paper provides related theory and supervisory
implications of IoT in marketing and retail by
scanning the racks of the shop and intimating
details about the offer on that day. The entire
system depends on the date wise and time wise
informative database with comparing with all
suppers parameter.
Keywords: Internet of Things (IoT), Conventional
Retail Management, Supply Chain Management,
Paperless Information Communication, Android
Mobile Architecture, Blockchain.
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1. INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT)
Internet of Things (IoT) model will associate many
smart-devices with processing, sensing and
actuating thecapabilities which are able for
connecting to the Internet. Combining social
networking concepts into the IoT has steer to the
Social IoT (SIoT) concept which facilitates people
and connected devices to communicate, helping
information sharing. However, interoperability,
security, and privacy issues are a huge challenge for
IoT but these are also permissive factors to create a
faithful and interoperable environment. In fact,
without solving these factors, the SIoT model will
not gain much popularity and all its potential can be
lost. Security factor is prioritized by the deficit of
standards specifically designed for devices with
limited resources and heterogeneous technologies.
Additionally these devices, due to more
vulnerability, serve much more scope for existing
cyber threats.

Fig. 1. Internet of Things (IoT)
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2. CONVENTIONAL RETAIL
MANAGEMENT

through some mediators. Supply chain activities
surround all from product growth to logistics with
production
and
manufacturing,
tracking,
conveyance, inventory and warehouse management,
and shipment. A full end-to-end supply chain
management system comprises the material
management and software packages for all the
channels which work organized to generate the
product, deliver orders, and tracking of information
including
traders,
constructors,
suppliers,
conveyance providers, logistics providers, and
retailers.

Fig. 2. Retail Management

The retailer is a midway in the marketing network
because he/she is both vendor and purchaser, who
sells to the last seller to consume. He is an expert
who keeps communicated with the customer and the
manufacturer and is a vital connecting connection in
a composite mechanism of marketing. Though
manufacturers may trade directly to customers, such
process of allocating goods to ultimate consumers is
troublesome, expensive and time consuming as
related to the job completed by an expert in the line.
Therefore, frequently the constructers depend on the
sellers to trade their products to the eventual
customers. The vender, who is able to provide
fitting comforts without an excessive advance in
prices of goods is rewarded by larger or more loyal
patronage. All distributers essentially serve as
buying agents for their customs and as sales
specialists for their suppliers. To carry out those
roles, retailers perform many actions, including
forestalling client's requirements, evolving ranges
of goods, obtaining market information and
funding.
3. SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
A Supply Chain Management (SCM) system is a set
of application software that retains and manage the
flow of goods, facts, and funds as a product or
facility transfers from origination to destination
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Fig. 3. Supply Chain Management

4. PAPERLESS INFORMATION
COMMUNICATION
Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
constitutes a set of progressively operative tools to
create and circulate information and its use. For
successful people in life, skills in the use of
computers are as essential as basic skills in reading,
writing and math. Cabero says about ICT: "Overall
we could say that the new technologies of
information and communication are those that
revolve around three basic means: computing,
micro-electronics and telecommunications; but
revolve, not only in isolation, but what is more
significant in an interactive and interconnected way,
allowing new communication realities”. In short,
ICT could be defined as technologies for packing,
recovery,
processing
and
communicating
information, for example, electronic devices such as
television or mobile phones, fax and computer. But
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without a doubt, the most representative media of
today's society are computers that allow using
different applications (presentations, multimedia
applications, communications and administrative
processes in offices, etc.) and more specifically
Internet and communication networks. Internet,
potentially allows all computers to be connected,
thereby giving access to sources of knowledge and
information stored in computers worldwide. It must
be stressed that the importance of ICTs is not the
technology itself, but the fact that it allows access to
knowledge, information and communications which
are increasingly important in economic and social
interaction elements of modern times.

Fig. 4. Paperless Information Communication Device

5. ANDROID MOBILE ARCHITECTURE
Android is a new generation mobile operating
system that runs on the Linux Kernel. Android
Mobile Application Development is based on Java
language codes, as it allows developers to write
codes in the Java language. These codes can control
mobile devices via Google-enabled Java libraries. It
is an important platform to develop mobile
applications using the software stack provided in
the Google Android Software Development Kit
(SDK). Android mobile OS provides a dynamic
environment for Android Mobile Application
Development as the developers can not only make
use of Android Java Libraries but it is also possible
to use normal Java IDEs. The software developers
at Mobile Development India have knowledge in
developing applications based on Android Java
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Libraries and other important tools. Android Mobile
Application Development can be used to create
innovative and dynamic third party applications.
Mobile Development India has worked extensively
on projects ranging from gaming software,
organizers, media players, picture editors to go-cart
devices and more.
5.1 Application Fundamentals
Android applications are written in Java
programming language. However, it is important to
remember that they are not executed using the
standard Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Instead,
Google has created a custom VM called Dalvik
which is responsible for converting and executing
Java byte code. All tradition Java classes must be
transformed (this is done automatically but can also
be done manually) into a Dalvik compatible
instruction set before being executed into an
Android operating system. Dalvik VM takes the
generated Java class files and combines them into
one or more Dalvik Executable (.dex) files. It reuses
duplicate information from multiple class files,
effectively reducing the space requirement
(uncompressed) by half from a traditional .jar file.
Dalvik was created to support the nature of
lightweight mobile operating systems require
because of the limited hardware capabilities
compared to conventional desktops or laptops.
5.2 Android Platform Overview
Android is a software stack for mobile devices that
includes an operating system, middleware and key
applications. The Android SDK provides the tools
and APIs necessary to begin developing
applications on the Android platform using the Java
programming language. Android based on Linux
version 2.6. The system services such as security,
memory management, process management are
controlled by Linux.
5.3 Developing Android Applications
The Android SDK provides an extensive set of
application programming interfaces (APIs) that is
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both modern and robust.Android handset core
system services are exposed and accessible to all
applications.When
granted
the
appropriate
permissions,Android applications can share data
among one another and access shared resources on
the system securely.Android applications are
written in Javaprogramming language.Application
FrameworkBy providing an open development
platform, Android offers developers the ability to
build extremely rich and innovative applications.
Developers are free to take advantage of the device
hardware, access location information, run
background services, set alarms, add notifications to
the status bar, and much, much more.Developers
have full access to the same framework APIs used
by the core applications.

5.4 Android Runtime
Android includes a set of core libraries that provides
most of the functionality available in the core
libraries of the Java programming language. Every
Android application runs in its own process, with its
own instance of the Dalvik virtual machine. Dalvik
has been written so that a device can run multiple
VMs efficiently. The Dalvik VM executes files in
the Dalvik Executable (.dex) format which is
optimized for minimal memory footprint. The VM
isregister-based, and runs classes compiled by a
Java language compiler that have been transformed
into the .dex format by the included "dx" tool.The
Dalvik VM relies on the Linux kernel for
underlying functionality such as threading and lowlevel memory management.

Fig. 6. Android Application for Retail Management
Fig. 5. Android Architecture

6. BLOCKCHAIN
The application architecture is designed to simplify
the reuse of components; any application can
publish its capabilities and any other application
may then make use of those capabilities (subject to
security constraints enforced by the framework).
This same mechanism allows components to be
replaced by the user.
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Now a days, the skill to find goods through the
supply chain is one of the example of blockchain
technology in retail. It helps us to verify the origin
of luxury products and remove fake products. It also
have an effect on food safety. Walmart first used the
blockchain technology in the food supply chain to
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decrease excess, reduce tracking times, and increase
contamination management and transparency. In
blockchain technology includes “Smart Package”
system, or devices that contain information about
the contents of a package, its environmental
conditions, its location, and more. Blockchain still
lacks some technological aspects to make it really
work within an enterprise setting. Many challenges
remain, such as speed of transaction handling and
scalability, ease of integration with other (legacy)
systems, handling of privacy and security, and the
electricity
consumption
needed
for
the
computational power to verify a transaction and add
it to a block.
The application of blockchain technology for
Bitcoin as virtual currency is widely known, but
there is more to it. According to Deloitte,
“Blockchain has the potential to transform the way
that individuals and organizations interact, the way
that businesses collaborate, the transparency of
processes and data, and ultimately, the productivity
and sustainability of our economy.”

Fig. 7. Block Chain Management System

IBM conducted a recent study about how
blockchain reinvents the consumer experience. The
main benefits they described are that retail
organizations—thanks to blockchain technology—
can provethey delivered on their promises. Think
about product authenticity, tracking and tracing
reliable delivery throughout the supply chain, and
accountability of suppliers.
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But blockchain also offers consumer-facing
possibilities to enhance the shopping experience. If
we set aside the challenges mentioned above for a
minute, then there are several potential use cases:
6.1 Product
provenance,
or
end-to-end
transparency in the source of origin for
ingredients and products, basically allowing
consumers to “track your fish from boat to
plate.”
6.2 Fraud prevention. Blockchains prevent
counterfeit goods from reaching the market.
For example, one sneaker manufacturer
explained how they are using blockchain and
embedding smart tags in their footwear,
allowing consumers to scan the smart tag with
their smart phone and verify the sneakers are
genuine. And, De Beers Jewellers aims to
launch the first industry-wide blockchain this
year to track gems each time they change
hands.
6.3 Management of loyalty points. Digital wallets
based on blockchain can be created, to
centrally manage all loyalty points, reward
cards and paper and digital coupons. On top of
that, blockchain offers real-time liquidity to
consumers, making loyalty points more easily
transferable between consumers and across
retailers, brands and stores.
6.4 Consumer data and privacy. Retailers could
manage each consumer’s digital ID and
information centrally, including audit trails that
track who changed or read data and when. This
directly feeds back to recent privacy protection
initiatives around GDPR and the California
Consumer Privacy Act of 2018. According to
Forbes, blockchain could be an interesting way
of helping retailers manage consumer data with
automatic compliance, as it enables smart
contracts that could be used to govern
permissions and access to consumer data.
6.5 Blockchain enables the use of cryptocurrencies
as of a means of exchanging value or data.
These cryptocurrencies offer real advantages
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for both cross-border payments and micropayments, and can be an attractive proposition
in a business context where you have a large
number of international transactions. In
addition, the end-to-end data trail provided by
blockchain has the potential to ease the
accounting and finance burdens on retail
organizations in the areas of supply chain
management and inventory keeping.
6.6 Smart contracts. Blockchain enables the use
of so-called smart contracts, which help ease
the hassles associated with collection and
enforcement under traditional transaction
structures. For example, instant collection and
payment, automated refunds, automated
insurance settlement and payout, and so on.
7. SMART RETAIL SERVICE
Retailers have started using IoT solutions and using
IoT embedded system across many applications that
process store operations such as increasingbuying,
reducing shop lifting, allowing inventory
management and rising the customers’ shopping
experience. With the help of IoT, physical retailers
can compete against online challenges more
toughly. They can improve their lost market shares
and draw attention of customers into the store easily
and cost effectively. Our Android Application scans
the products through Smart Phone Camera and then
reflects the price tag according the position on the
rack of the goods.

Fig. 8. Smart Retail Service through Smart Phone

8. RESULTANT ANALYSIS
The supply chains of retail stores are now more
multipart and longer, sense that they require
improved organization than ever before. Now a
day’s retailer need to track their inventory from the
instant it foliage the industrialized plant till it is
finally delivered. It is also no longer enough for a
retail business to just track the entire inventory, as a
lot of retailers also need to know the condition of
their goods at any given moment within the supply
chain. Resultant value stored in the last access
details and updated details also available in table
format. This table also gives available details of
product type as raw or simple with rate of discount.
Raw and wet materials are needed to be disbursed
soon with comparing to dry products. The table 1 &
figure 9 below describes date wise product details.
This system also provides date wise details.

TABLE 1: Data Processing Details of Stock and Discount Table
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Some retailers need to make sure that their items are transported only after meeting the prerequisites on the
grounds of temperature and other such conditions. Now we see the improvement of graph year wise using
IoT in retail Management.

Fig. 9. Expected graph of Retail Service using IoT

9. CONCLUSION
There are definitely other use cases that customers
can think, and blockchain is an excellent technology
for stores to examine in more complexity due to its
ability to allow greater trust, transparency and
teamwork across the entire production and delivery
chain. A lack of exact tracking for inventory can
lead to stock-outs and overstock, price retailers
around the world near to billions annually. IoT can
grab these issues by mechanising inventory
visibility. The Internet of Things is the right
solution to handle this wonderful shift in customer
actions. Now a days customers don’t want to
impassively spend their money. They want
information, personalization, socialization etc. they
want skills. Models like smart stores make it easier
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for retailers to provide what modern day clients
wants.
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ABSTRACT
From the day of commencement of organised
production – be it through use of slave labour, serf
labour or factory worker, technology and business
strategy have gone hand in hand. Yet the
ramifications of this relationship have come into
focus very recently, when Japanese industries
produced shockwaves in the world industrial
environment. The other technologically advanced
countries like USA and countries of Western Europe
discovered to their dismay that the business strategy
must start with customer, cover the long winding
path through the processes of technology,
economics, and modes to reach the outcome to the
intended user, taking into account the social,
political and behavioural issues that might arise on
the way to customer service. This paper aims to
identify the interrelations between the business
strategy and its environment of which the
technology is an important constituent. The focus
would be on the Indian scenario as that is a need
for success of “Make in India” endeavour. But the
examples will be largely from the developed
countries as literature related to studies in this area
has received very significant attention there. The
study will be primarily based on literature in the
field, coupled with available Indian industry data. It
will be an endeavour to identify the need for
understanding the interrelation and aligning the
whole industrial thought process for an integrated
approach.
Keywords: Technology, Strategy, Innovation, Scale,
Quality, Ecosystem
1. INTRODUCTION
Modern day business operates in a fast changing
environment, where a high level of innovative
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capabilities, in all aspects of the business, can
ensure stability and growth of the enterprise. The
innovative capability is a crucial consideration for
formulation of any business strategy. One cardinal
requirement of innovative capability is the technical
capability to innovate, not only with regard to goods
and services but also in process modifications – for
production process and also in supply chain
management and in actual reaching the customer
with the bouquet of offerings.
This paper uses the term technology to denote the
process of doing business. The business strategy
relates to the long term trajectory of the business.
The explicit use of the term business strategy is of a
very recent origin. But, the implicit thinking for
growth and sustenance of business is a
characteristic intrinsic to the business and remains
connected from the day trade and business came
into practice. Technology has all along remained
with this business related thought process, both as
influencer of the ideas and influenced by the ideas.

This paper will briefly look at the historical
perspective of this relationship, the relation between
business strategy and its environment and its
importance in formulating a successful strategy,
where technology is a vital contributor. The essay,
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for reason of clarity of understanding, has been
divided into the following sections:
A. Business strategy from the days of antiquity to
the pre-industrial revolution phase
B. Changing strategies, post industrial revolution
C. Business Strategy from early to late twentieth
century and beyond
D. Awareness of market war and need for a
properly thought out strategy
E. The present scenario
F. Conclusion
Though the term ‘business strategy’ has been used
to include all the ramifications pertaining to total
planning that goes into any business activity, even
from the days of antiquity, its real application is a
very recent phenomenon. One interesting aspect is
the relation of technology with business strategy,
which has, all along, been hand in hand and this is
the main point of discussion in this essay.
2. BUSINESS STRATEGY FROM THE DAYS
OF ANTIQUITY TO THE PREINDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION PHASE
The oldest civilizations of the world in Egypt,
Sumerian or Indian (Harappan) were trading
civilizations. This clearly indicates surplus
production. All three had strong agricultural
backing. Hence the trading must primarily pertain to
manufactured products. The Egyptian and Sumerian
states were dependent on exploitation and both were
violent states. Egypt was dependent on slave labour
and violence was a requisite for such production
relations. Sumerian cities were dominated by priest
kings and the producers were subjugated to them.
Moreover, the internecine war among city states
compelled them to maintain regular army.
Compared to that, the Harappan civilization was a
picture of tranquillity and all round development.
There was no king or exploitation. Hence there was
substantial progress in mathematics (the use of
decimal system), technology (Town planning,
dockyard design, advanced sewer system) and
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manufacturing (refining of copper, lead, tin and
making alloys like bronze). They had wide trade
links. Their seals were found in Sumeria and Egypt.
The civilization which developed in China was
much more structured. The statesman and
Philosopher, Sun Tzu, had penned a treaty on
strategy, The Art of War, which is studied, even
today.
The Holy Bible provides a first glimpse of
management in the Old Testament. Moses, being
the sole leader of the liberated Hebrew speaking
people, had a huge burden of leading a million
strong people, impossible for an individual. Hence,
he delegated responsibilities to different leaders to
lead their groups and thereby created a command
structure.
Roman economy was dependent on slave labour.
Aristocrats in Rome were, by law, barred from
participating in business. They needed spices and
luxury items, imported from indies. This trade was
handled by Islamic merchants. As part of their
business strategy, they developed banking system
and even forward trading. 50 merchant families
established the first joint stock company with
contribution from individuals. Even the double
entry book keeping system is an Arab invention.
They had a strong maritime trade, aided by gadgets
developed by them. Here we observe a clear
indication of how the business strategy to maintain
this long supply chain crates condition for
technological development in terms of financing,
record keeping and transportation of the
merchandise.
The Europeans were late in arriving on the scene
but they had science and technology on their side.
Hence the Arab maritime trade suffered at the hands
of the Portuguese, who had better ship equipped
with better fire power. They arrived as traders. But
they started taking sided in local politics and
discovered a very remunerative system whereby,
they would collect the taxes without any liability
and use that money to procure merchandise from
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the same area. This merchandise is then shipped to
the parent country for distribution in Europe. The
profit is enormous and this money was used to fund
the industrial revolution in England and France.
India was allalong a major exporter. Textiles,
spices, finely crafted furniture, gems, diamond, etc.
were major items of export. This changed with the
coming of Europeans, who plundered the coastal
areas. The British merchants colonised and robbed
the subjugated areas. With the beginning of
industrial revolution, they destroyed the local
manufacturing and transformed an exporter into an
importer country.
3. CHANGING STRATEGIES, POST
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
The economies so far discussed were primarily
producers for consumption and only surplus from
that was given in trade. But the market pull was
creating more organised production in the factory
system. Industrial revolution brought in a sea
change in the scenario.
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The necessity for rapid industrialization was felt by
the Western Europe much in advance to others.
These countries received cheap supply of food
grains from America and Russia. This helped the
industrial units to produce at a cheaper rate as the
cost of wage goods was low. Agriculture became
less remunerative and the primary focus of the
productive
process
shifted
to
industrial
production.The new technology provided huge
surplus and the thrust of production totally became
oriented towards production for market –
commodity production. The new production system
was dependent on machines and the volume of
production was related to machine capability. The
huge production capability created need for larger
market. The goods transportation technology
underwent a quantum jump. Steam ships were
introduced for much faster movement on sea routes.
The below graph shows wherever the industrial
manufacturing had set in, there was growth in
export as percentage of GDP.
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The emphasis during this period was on
technological progress and market capture. The
early colonising powers, England, France and
Netherlands had huge captive markets. US being a

huge country, were less reliant on exports for
market. Germany having huge industrial capacity
started looking for colonies as exclusive markets.

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE WORLD’S MANUFACTURING PRODUCTION
YEAR

1830
1860
1913

US

BRITAIN

GERMANY

FRANCE

RUSSIA

OTHER
DEVELOPED
COUNTRIES

2.4
7.2
32.2

9.5
19.9
13.6

3.5
4.9
14.8

5.2
7.9
6.1

5.6
7.8
8.2

13.3
15.7
17.8

OTHERS
OF WHICH
INDIA WAS
A PART
60.5
36.6
7.5

Source – World Trade Statistics - 2013
The above table illustrates how the industrial
revolution shifted the manufacturing activity from
early exporters like India to technologically
advanced countries of the world. It will also be
observed that technological progress is forcing the
industrially advanced countries to look for larger
markets for their produce. When scope for further
expansion became unavailable, the clash of business
interest led to the world war, which brought a
temporary end to growth of world trade.
4. BUSINESS STRATEGY FROM EARLY TO
LATE TWENTIETH CENTURY AND
BEYOND
From the beginning of twentieth century, business
strategy became more structured. The First
theoreticians were F. W. Taylor and Henri Fayol. F.
W. Taylor through his “The principles of Scientific
Management” provided guidelines on work
management. He introduced the concept of work
measurement and structuring the work around the
measurement. Henri Fayol provided administration
guidelines through his “Fourteen Principles of
Management” which provides clear guidelines for
works administration and is relevant even to-day.
The Principles of Scientific Management created
total emphasis on machine. But the technology
brought in more complex machines and processes
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where the approach failed to generate the required
success level. At this stage Elton Mayo provided an
alternative approach. Through the Famous
Hawthorne Experiment, in 1924, he established that
the machine operators are as important as the
machines. They need attention and encouragement
for their involvement in the assigned activity, which
is required for achievement of the most optimum
result. Douglas Macgregor can be named in the last
of this series, which brought in the concept of
“Human side of Enterprise”. He propounded that
enterprises operate on larger dose of theory X which
is machine orientation. Some organizations operate
on theory Y, which totally man oriented. Later he
came up with theory Z which strikes a balance
between the two according to the needs of the
organization.
The theories and technology was married in a
conscious way in Henry Ford’s automobile plant.
This created the first automobile assembly line with
all related standardizations to bring down the cost of
production of car and make it affordable to the
average man. The need of the business called for
market expansion. The large untapped segment, at
that time, was the middle class. Business strategy
called for reaching them with a car that meets their
expectation. Ford Model T was the answer. But
Henry Ford took this standardization to extreme
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level saying any customer can have any colour as
long as it is black (he standardised black as the
colour). Later other manufacturers came up with
other customer preferred colours. In the end, Henry
Ford had to change also.
The “Content Writing” was first pioneered by John
Deere, in 1885, when he published a magazine to
teach the farmers and ranchers about the improved
methods of farming. This neutral method of
communicating with the market resulted in
awareness about the technologies and demand for
the John Deere products.
The USA being a very large country, reaching
customers in the remote areas through distribution
channels became difficult. Hence Sears Roebuck
and Company devised a unique method of reaching
them. They advertised their products in the
newspapers and magazines that reach the target
audience with instruction for method of ordering.
The merchandise travels to the customer by rail or
post and the payment is redeemed through the
transporter.
Once the business process becomes more defined,
business studies became more structured. Harvard
University in USA offered a course in 1912, which
taught the business leaders to attain a greater
success in the business.
Following the footsteps of Ken Faro, (HBR, 2015),
we can summarise the development of business
strategy during this period. The interesting aspect is
the commensurate change in technology.
Taylorism – May be the beginning of the process
of Business Strategy guiding the Technology. The
emphasis of Taylorism was on efficiency. Hence,
tools were invented to measure each work and
divide the total work among the people so that best
efficiency is achieved.

Better tools were designed for the planning process
to reap the benefit of the scale.
The business process of all successful companies
followed one or both the strategies till 1970s. From
the early 80s, the success of Japanese industries in
capturing the automobile and electronics markets of
USA brought in a third dimension to the Efficiency
and Scale factor.
Quality–Deming, the quality guru, was not
accepted in USA. His ideas were lapped up in Japan
where they instituted a quality award in his name –
the most prestigious quality award in the world. The
concept of quality, as per Deming must permeate
throughout the total business process. This leads to
efficiency in all the departments and new tools like
“Lean Manufacturing”, “Just in time”and “Total
productive maintenance” were introduced to
improve the quality of total business process. The
new mantra was “Total Quality Management
(TQM)”.
But the Japanese success did not endure for long.
Hence, there was search for new ideas for business
strategy. In the meantime, the internet revolution
ushered in changes in business perspective, - which
was translated into strategy.
Networking– In the 1990s, Microsoft showed the
way. The new concept was not tied to efficiency,
scale or quality but was trying to maximise the user
of the product. Hence Microsoft developed
programmes that can run on any personal computer.
The new set of market leaders used this concept in
various forms to suit their purpose.
Ecosystem– In the 2000s, a new approach took
shape in many organizations. There were moves to
co-opt third parties with reasonable market presence
and by leveraging on the company’s products and
services, make them total package for the customer,
which would have larger utility for him.

Scale -Now the companies started use the efficiency
in a bigger setup to reduce the cost of production.
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5. AWARENESS OF MARKET WAR AND
NEED FOR A PROPERLY THOUGHT
OUT STRATEGY
So long as the manufacturing capacity was limited,
the business was seen as dependent on technology.
But once the manufacturing capability reached lofty
high level, two wars were fought over market
necessities. In the post-war era, it was understood
that like war, business also needs a strategy and an
all pervasive thrust to translate that to fruitation.
Willie Pietersen, explained this lucidly in an article
in Columbia Business School Journal. He analysed
the writing of Von Clausewitz, a Prussian general,
to elucidate what can be learned by business from
military strategies.
Von Clausewitz (VC) at the outset, stated that war
can’t be compared with art but can be compared
with commerce. Winning strategy should have the
following ability:
Identify– A proper analysis of the situation to
identify not only where the organization stands but
also the situation of its competitors.
The decisive point– The winning proposition, i.e.
what the organization is fighting for.
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Concentrate – Concentrate all the resources, not
only the physical ones but also the mind and heart
of the people involved for the success of the
strategy.
Remove – Discard all that is not aligned with the
strategy.
Ignore– A totally disciplined approach with a
steadfast mind is a pre-condition for a winning
strategy. The approach does not tolerate any
distraction.
Here we come to the essential attribute of strategic
management – the concept of core competence. The
concept, like the term - strategic management was
coined by G. Hammel and C. K. Pralhad. When an
organization is striving to go ahead of its
competition, it has to focus on the competences
available and build on that. This core competence is
the available specialised knowledge that will be
difficult to imitate by its competitors. The core
competences help an organization to build
surprising products at the most optimum cost and
much faster than its competitors. They developed
the following matrix to explain how core
competence can be employed to meet the needs of
the organization.
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Model lists four competencies for the application.
1.

Resources – These refer to the development
and/or acquisition of necessary skills and
technologies

business strategy is not looked as some theoretical
exercise. There is awareness for a proper business
strategy and selection of technology to serve the
strategy. Hence the question is the nature of the way
forward.

2.

Capabilities – capability to use the resources
for building competencies

The future course may be any or more than one of
the following:

3.

Competitive advantage – there is identified
challenge in the marketplace for achieving the
largest market share for the competencies

1.

Agility – the software industry showed the
way. Now faster response to change and quick
adaptation may be the guiding principle

4.

Strategy – a well thought out strategy to
achieve the largest market share for the
bouquet of products offered

2.

Data Analytics – Organizations investing
heavily for acquisition and analysis of all sorts
of business data. This is helping them to
improve efficiency in every area of operation.
Data guides to the best practices in each area
and helps to achieve better economy of scale, a
better designed and made product to suit the
customer, a higher level of product quality at
no extra cost.

3.

Integration – It is again a derivative of scale
and efficiency, in the form of upstream or
downstream integration.

With these competencies the above matrix must be
understood,
Fill in the blanks – This is using the existing core
competences in the existing market to literally fill in
the blanks. They can be used to strengthen the
organization’s position or for some specific
services.
White space – It cautions about the risks entering
unknown market which may call for wide product
diversification. In this situation the organization
must stay close to the core business. Clear targets
have to be formulated to identify the future
competence requirement.
Premier plus ten - The principle for strategic
starting is to put a new competence in an existing
market and ten years to stabilise.
Mega opportunities – This strategy is most potential
for high gains but also open to great risk for fording
in uncharted territory. The competences are tested
and improved the organization attains greater
maturity.
6. THE PRESENT SCENARIO
We have described how the business strategy has
matured through five stages. Now the Term
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In the preceding two sections, we shall observe
individual Indians contributing to the development
of theories. But Indian industry lagged far behind.
India faltered in all attributes – efficiency, scale and
quality. The two other attributes are necessary once
the development reaches a certain level. India needs
a sea change if it wants to succeed in “Make in
India” campaign. It must primarily improve in the
following areas :
1.

Agility – Any project in India takes more time
and there is time and cost over-run. This makes
the effort un-remunerative.

2.

Innovation – Our factories are not geared to
produce world class products at optimum cost.
We have to be innovative to be efficient to
produce quality products at the most optimum
cost.
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3.

Focus – We have to be totally focused to
achieve what we have set as target and ignore
all distractions on the way.
7. CONCLUSION

In the above discussion, the changing role of
technology vis-à-vis strategy has been remarkable.
In the beginning it was technology which forced the
manufacturer to look for market. But gradually the
scenario has completely altered. The business
strategy is the primary focus, and this decides all
other aspects of the business. Technological
competence was and has remained a principal
consideration for strategy formulation. But in the
end product- market considerations guide the
formulation of business strategy, depending on the
objectives of the company in that product-market
situation.

Engen, California State University – San marcos
[2] https://www.newworldencyclopedia-

org/entry/Indus_Valley_Civilization [3] Indus Valley Civilization
[4] https://www.princeton.edu/~pswpc/pdfs/scheidel/091003-

[5]
[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]

India, due to colonial subjugation, has been a
follower in all departments of the business. But the
teachings of industrial progress in other countries
provide very useful tips for progress. What is
lacking is the concentration part of the strategy
formulation which makes the whole organization to
wage war as one man and make things happen. We
Indians must have belief in our competencies and
take full advantage of the same.
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Work –Life Balance Among Working Mothers in India – A Descriptive Study
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1,2

Assistant Professor Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan Institute of Management Science, Kolkata

ABSTRACT

2. SCOPE OF THE STUDY

During the last few decades, there has been a
dramatic increase of mothers in the workforce. It
has been found that working mothers tend to strike
a perfect balance between outdoor work and
domestic chores. The objective of this study is to
bring out the effective methods pursued by working
mothers to maintain a perfect work life balance.
Our paper highlights the various challenges which
a working mother faces in her day to day life. It
attempts to put forth several measures which should
go a long way in helping her attain a balance
between her work and family life. This study is
intended for employers, program developers, and
mental health professionals in their efforts to
support working mothers in gaining work-life
balance. The social change implications of this
study are to increase understanding of work-life
balance, reduce mental health risks associated with
imbalance,
decrease
job
dissatisfaction,
absenteeism, isolation, and increase universality
and normalcy of the working mother experience.

•

Women, who are stepping outside the socially
ascribed roles of wife and mother are
experiencing emotional turmoil and stress as
they have to manage family and work.

•

The organization may have to make some
adjustments to take care of women employee.

•

The provision of Work-Life Balance strategies
can provide a positive and direct impact on
women employee decision to remain committed
to her job.

•

Working women with better Work-Life Balance
will contribute more meaningfully towards the
organizational growth and success.

•

Policies for women, such that it would reduce or
eliminate levels of work-life conflict would
enhance
employee
performance
and
organizational effectiveness.

Keywords: working mothers, work life balance,
challenges

Availability of Work-Life Balance practices has
also been related to increased affective commitment
and decreased women employee turnover in (any)
organization.

1. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
•

To raise awareness of the difficulties faced by
women to maintain work life balance.

•

To address the question of how motherhood
aggravates the problem.

•

To underline measures which can help women
maintain a healthy work- life balance.
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4. INTRODUCTION
We are living in a civilization called Information
Age where we have Sophia, a social humanoid
robot as our digital counterpart. Day-in and day-out
technological advances are spearheading and we are
increasingly geared psychologically towards its
boon or bane. Yet, when it comes to the
advancements of thoughts, of human mind and its
workings we are lagging far behind the
technological aspects. The gap between them is
palpable at every stratum of society and its
functioning wings. We talk about women
empowerment which isn’t equivalent to making or
enabling one section become the superpower and/or
pushing aside the other section into the dungeons. It
talks of the empowerment of human mind to
explore the world at large. It upholds the need of
looking through the prism of reality, logic and
rationality alongside emotion instead of being
confined only to the latter.
But, perhaps, the most pertinent question would be
if at all we intend to look through the prism or
whether or not the platform is allowed to raise our
voices
against
oddities
and
oppression.
Simultaneously, it is also a matter of introspection
who is to be designated as the authority to allow or
not allow or curtail our right to live and enjoy the
beauties and bounties of Nature equally with our
male partners. Unless the logical mind is all set to
understand the risks and cruelties of distribution,
allotment of proper working conditions equal for
everyone irrespective of gender, the undercurrent
issues of haves and have nots as the basic amenities
of living standards it would not, perhaps, be
possible to make a mark of one’s own. The onus of
choice – to understand or not to understand, to be
responsible or not responsible of one’s choice, to be
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accountable or not accountable of creating a
standard of one’s own attainments rests on us. Of
course, the functional wings- the base and the
superstructure of society is endowed with the
responsibility of providing that environment where
we all can see the scope for us to explore the wider
horizons of life instead of confining oneself only
into the spheres of household chores and child
rearing, which on the other hand, is an equal
responsibility of parenthood. Yet, we talk of
‘working women’ as a prerogative concept for the
female gender and not ‘working men’ which is
considered natural, casual and something ‘it has to
be’ for the male gender by default. Right from the
grassroots to the elite corner the division and its
mental hazards are prominent. The media is flooded
with
the
increasing
multifaceted
social
consequences which if noted carefully and
intrinsically, calls much of our attention into its
roots --- of trying to search or create an identity of
one’s own, to set a world of one’s own. It is at this
juncture, we attempted to raise our voices against
the numerous injustices caused owing to gender
discrimination and/or improper behavioral approach
with an aim to accelerate more and more social
awareness on these burning issues.
Work-family balance involves handling ones
professional and personal life effectively. This
issue becomes more critical in case of women
workforces, who are expected to perform majority
of the household work in addition to the
professional work performed by her at her
workplace. Work family balance suggests that one’s
profession should not interfere with other things
which are important, like spending quality time with
their family, having enough time for leisure or
recreational activities, personal development, etc.
the true sense of balance is not static, but dynamic
and the appropriate balance will vary from time to
time in a women’s life like before marriage, after
marriage, with children, when starting a career or
after retirement. Also, work-family experience is
likely to be partially culture-specific rather than
being a universal experience. In recent times, the
work pressure has intensified for both men and
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women. This has created excessive stress and strain
among workers. This could be a cause of imbalance
in work and family life. Women try to organize and
balance their work and family domains in order to
be successful in both the roles which a great deal of
adjustment and accommodation is required. For the
last two decades, work-family issues have become a
growing concern among researchers due to
significant changes in the work force, such as the
entry of an increasing number of women into the
labor market as well as the existence of dual-earner,
and single-parent families
5. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURES
AND DISCUSSION
In order to achieve top positions in executive jobs,
women across the globe have to face obstacles and
barriers. According to the International Labor
Organization’s Report, 2001 titled “Breaking
Through The Glass Ceiling: Women in
Management”[1], women in the United States had
made more progress as compared to women in other
countries, despite the fact that they held only a
small percentage of executive positions. The
changing roles of women in business and
government in more than 70 countries, steps to
improve opportunities for women by highlighting
the obstacles faced by them in their career
development, and promoting gender equality, were
some of the issues that were examined in the report.
The report concluded that women in these countries
were experiencing glass walls in addition to glass
ceiling where women were denied training and midlevel positions which could have helped them to
reach top-level jobs. The predominance of male
values and gender roles was considered as another
factor that prevented women from reaching top
jobs. The main hindrance faced by women, in
recruitment and promotion to management
positions, was the dominance of male values
followed by family obligations according to the
report of a survey conducted on bank managers in
the European Union during the year 1999. A study
on lawyers revealed that various work-related
factors contributed to time-based and strain-based
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work to non-work conflict among married female
and male lawyers. Work involvement, work-role
stressors and work context were considered as three
major factors in this study, out of which the single
factor responsible for work—non work conflict for
both male and female lawyers was work overload.
Factors which contributed to work—non work
conflict varied between male and female lawyers.
Moreover, female lawyers preferred working in
firms that had a larger number of female lawyers.
Since the strain-based conflict of female lawyers
was increased by additional family roles, 6 variables
of domestic status like working status of the
partners, having pre-school children did not have
much effect on females’ work-non work conflict
(Wallace, 1999) [2]. In a study conducted among
women who were employed as Professional
Counselors, women counselors were observed to be
at a higher risk of developing compassion, fatigue,
burnout and secondary traumatic stress due to their
emotionally demanding nature of work as a result of
which this study tried to examine whether a
relationship between factors such as multiple role
balance, number of dependents, age, experience,
professional quality of life and wellness among
women counselors existed or not. The study
revealed that women with higher scores on multiple
role balance were capable of balancing multiple
roles in their lives, whereas women with moderate
scores were interpreted in several ways. It was
assumed that these women simply accepted their
roles without having a positive feeling towards
those roles. Another assumption was that these
women might feel that it is their sole responsibility
towards the role. The findings also revealed that
there was a significant relationship of professional
quality of life and demographic factors with overall
wellbeing. Moreover, there was an emphasis on
giving importance to both professional and personal
lives when overall holistic wellbeing are analyzed
and evaluated (Martin, 2012).[3]
A woman in India encounters several problems
when she decides to pursue a career. The main
reason behind this is the patriarchal structure of the
society, where women are expected to give the
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highest priority to the needs of the family
irrespective of whether they work outside the house
or not. Their primary role is considered to be
looking after the home and children, and their
employment outside the home is still regarded as
secondary (Arora, 2003).[4]Women’s pregnancy and
maternity leave might result in a delay in their
promotions as compared to their male counterparts.
They also face sexual harassment and exploitation
in their workplace (Shukla, 2003)[5]. When working
women try to manage both home and job along with
the demands of childcare, they are bound to
experience role conflict. One of the greatest
drawbacks which resulted from being focused on
their career is the high chances of disharmony in
their family life, where the modern educated
husbands too expect their wives to serve them and
the household despite the women working outside
the homes. Studies also revealed that the
discrimination which a woman faced at the
workplace was related to the lower job commitment
which was acquired through the socialization
process. When women consider work as an
additional role and do not set career goals, they are
likely to face problems at work. A low
representation of women in higher posts has been
considered as a reflection of discrimination in
recruitment policies or prejudices as well as the lack
of orientation and commitment of women towards
their careers. In addition, there are also studies that
focused on the changes taking place in women’s
lives as a result of their employment. Women were
able to create a bigger space for themselves by
emerging out of the traditional role (Abraham,
2002; Mahajan, 1996)[6]. For Malaysian women, the
task of managing work and family roles became
even more difficult due to the limited work
arrangement available to them. The majority of
women employees worked longer hours along with
their male counterparts, since the number of
working hours is fixed from nine to five by the
labor laws under the Malaysian Federal
Government. Other employment modes which were
non-conventional in nature is either very new or not
applicable in Malaysia.
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Another study conducted in India collected the
views of women in dual-earner families on worklife balance variables and the type of support that
they required from their employers. The study 10
revealed that policies formulated by organizations
that promoted flexible work arrangements had
positive relationships with work-life balance as
perceived by working women. Women employees
considered time flexibility as one of the important
factors that helps in balancing their work and family
life. Their perception was affected by factors such
as the ability to interrupt office work in order to
attend to family matters and then return to work,
provisions to partially work from home, the ability
to make a convenient work schedule arrangement,
to avail leave when required, child-care provisions
along with elder-care facilities etc. The majority of
respondents said that they expected their
organizations to support them and allow them to
attend courses or training programmes which would
enable them to upgrade their knowledge and skills.
The study also revealed that getting support from
the organization is very crucial in finding
opportunities of employment as well as in achieving
a desirable work-life balance. There was a
perceptible indication that women give more
importance to their family lives as respondents
indicated that they would rather spend more time in
fulfilling family responsibilities than fulfilling work
demands. Respondents, however, also mentioned
that they would work equally hard in order to
manage their work and family life (Seshadri & Kar,
2012)[7]. A study of IT professionals revealed that
the emotional intelligence of IT professionals was
positively related to personal life interference with
work, work-personal life enhancement and overall
work-life balance. Emotionally intelligent people
are considered to be better focused, well-organized,
they pursue their goals consistently, and barely lose
their temper. Thus, the study indicated that
emotionally intelligent people have the ability to
adjust to all conditions as well as increase their
productivity, thereby creating a better work-life
balance (Kaur & Walia, 2010)[8] [9].
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On the other hand, a study conducted in the IT
sector in Chennai and Coimbatore revealed that
women professionals were experiencing high
organizational role stress. There was a significant
difference in the inter-role distance (i.e. conflict
between organizational and familial roles with
special reference to dual career families), and in the
case of married and unmarried females. Inter-role
conflict was expected to be less when at least one
family member remained at home to look after the
family. Since married women responded to a bigger
set of significant others (i.e. conflicting expectations
and demands by different role senders) they were
more likely to experience role expectation conflicts
as compared to unmarried females. Married females
also complained of higher stress because of role
overload, implying that too much is expected from
the role than they can cope with. Also, the most
potent stressor that was identified was resource
inadequacy, which means the absence of resources
required for better role performance (Kavitha et al,
2012). [10]Balance Related Issues Several factors are
responsible for affecting the personal and
professional lives of women in Western countries
which was demonstrated by a study conducted on
female medical practitioners in Australia, Britain
and Denmark. The study revealed that balancing job
and family, job satisfaction, autonomy, fair
remuneration, availability of flexible work
schedules and having an edge over the decisionmaking process were some of the factors that
affected the lives of women. In addition to these,
some of the personal issues were self-care, quality
time with spouse, children, family and friends and
time management in order to pursue interests which
were non-medical in nature. The conflicts arising
out of these demands reduced the job satisfaction of
female professionals which in turn led to
imbalances and stress in their lives. In order to
achieve a balanced and successful personal and
professional life, what was required was a
supportive family, a flexible work environment and
changes in culturally based expectations of female
professionals (Kilmartin, 2002)[11]. A recent review
of work-life research in Australia and New Zealand
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(Bardoel et al, 2008)[12] revealed that labor
demographics and the changing nature of work
were two important factors responsible for research
on work-life issues. Several existing themes of
work-life issues in Australia and New Zealand were
identified by this study, which included challenges
posed by the changing nature of work especially the
lengthening of work hours, maternity or paternity
leave and child-care, legislation and government
policy pertaining to child-care, different family
structures facing work-life challenges as well as
gender issues in work-family research. The study
concluded that some of the characteristics
surrounding research in other developed countries
were adopted by work-family research, i.e. reducing
negative employee outcomes by focusing on an
organization’s interventions.
Studies in India on dual performance and dilemmas
faced by working women observed that the role
conflict was purely psychological in nature which
arose from the push and pull factors between the
demands emerging from the domestic role and the
occupational role, and discarded the factors such as
caste, income, education and occupation to be the
causes of role-conflict. Among several problems
faced by working women, the common ones were
work overload, burden of domestic chores,
problems of coping with both the roles at the same
time as well as role conflict. On the other hand, the
studies also tried to trace the predictors of workfamily conflict among Indian women, where
patterns of predictors were not identical even
though they were similar, with spouse support being
the strongest predictor. Studies have also
highlighted women’s ability to handle both roles
simultaneously. Role conflict was experienced by
women who felt that they were caught in the middle
of two roles, but otherwise women generally
accepted and managed both roles. In recent years,
research on work-life balance suggests that
individuals are able to achieve personal and
professional goals with the help of successful work
life balance. Earlier, the nature of work was viewed
as a necessity for everyday survival, but in today’s
society, work is perceived as a source of personal
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satisfaction by the employees. A healthy energy for
the employees is created by work-life balance in the
organization. When a person is able to devote time
to both work and family life without neglecting
either of them, a balanced life is said to be achieved.
Congenial conditions are required to be created in
the organization in order to balance work with their
family needs by the employees. Even in the family
domain, such efforts are desirable. There is a
significant relationship between work-life balance
of female employees and variables like age,
working environment, training programs, fringe
benefits and family support. In comparison to the
younger respondents, women above 40 years were
capable of balancing work and family life much
better. It was also observed that the ability to create
a better work-life balance depended on a motivating
work environment. Suggestions that were given by
respondents in order to achieve better balance were
time management, sharing workload, maintaining a
positive approach and better communication with
superiors and colleagues (Mitta et al, 2013).[1]

was also a severe impact on their mental and
physical health. A major barrier to work-life
balance for the respondents was the time taken to
travel to their workplace. Since women were
primarily responsible for household responsibilities,
childcare and elderly-care, spending more time on
doing household 14 chores or working over-time at
the workplace eventually created problems by
disturbing the equilibrium between work and family
life. In the parameters of work-life balance,
designation-wise differences were also observed
wherein respondents with higher designation were
required to extend their duty hours. The maximum
time was used in preparing lectures by faculty
members of lower designation, while maximum
time was spent in teaching by higher designation
faculty members. Lastly, among all designations,
the lowest time was spent on work related to the
students’ projects (Dam & Daphtardar)[14].

Similarly, another study conducted on women
faculty members in the College of Management in
Pune revealed that the majority of women faculty
members had considerable difficulty in managing
their work and family lives. Their job-related stress
spilt-over into their personal life as a result of which
it was difficult for them to manage time for
activities of self-interest or self-development. There
was also a severe impact on their mental and
physical health. Suggestions that were given by
respondents in order to achieve better balance were
time management, sharing workload, maintaining a
positive approach and better communication with
superiors and colleagues (Mitta et al, 2013). 12]

•

Patriarchal structure of the society

•

Disintegration of the joint family

•

Women are expected to give highest priority to
the family and most important must become
mothers.

•

Employment outside the home is still regarded
as secondary

•

Women’s pregnancy and maternity leave might
result in a delay in their promotions

•

Lack of reliable day-care centers and crèches
nor such facilities available at workplace

•

Discrimination at work

Similarly, another study conducted on women
faculty members in the College of Management in
Pune, revealed that the majority of women faculty
members had considerable difficulty in managing
their work and family lives. Their job-related stress
spilt-over into their personal life as a result of which
it was difficult for them to manage time for
activities of self-interest or self-development. There
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At a glance, major problems still faced by working
women are:

In the new century, women have learnt to make
adjustments in their lifestyle and are practicing
effective time management to cope with the work
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life pressure. Some ways that have been devised
are:
Change the approach: Stress can be reduced by
changing the approach towards a topic. Putting too
much pressure on oneself increases the stress levels
and causes early burn out. Thus, the approach
towards looking at the problem needs to be
changed.
Prioritize needs: That is to estimate and rank the
needs which have to be fulfilled. If possible, avoid
going back to work immediately after childbirth as
the baby’s most important n
Manage quality time: It is important to find out
exclusive time for child and family. Whether one is
a working or stay-at-home mother, spending quality
time with children is important and it impacts their
well-being. Physical affection, letting children
know you are there and allowing them access to you
even at work is vital.

woman are manifold but, it is also to be accepted
that resistances are more inwardly than outwardly.
When one’s rights are suppressed and oppressed it
requires tremendous mental courage and stamina to
keep oneself away from the shackles of ignorance
which would otherwise lead one to the path of selfdiscovery and self-efficacy. The greater resistances
are more from a woman’s own circle than from
their male counterparts. The understanding of the
differences between what is to be accepted and what
not depends on our range of experiences,
observations, and above all, voicing against
oppression to enjoy one’s own rights which by our
Constitution is equal for all. And, education is the
only powerful medium to enable oneself to be
aware of one own rights and duties and be selfcompetent. In this age of technological
advancements, seeking help for the purpose is
neither a far cry nor a dim and distant one.
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‘Can’t have it all’ is the slogan: One has to accept
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stance to maintain balance. Kids are taught to reach
out to both parents. Women alone get overworked
when they try to manage too much.
Delegate work: It might be a good idea to hire care
givers to handle some part of the domestic work.
Seek help: Focus on what you are doing and not on
what you think, you should be doing. Seek therapy
to help you manage stress and a safe space to talk.
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Conference Report
In a first of its kind initiative in Eastern Region, the Association of Indian Management Schools, a.k.a.,
AIMS in association with Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan Institute of Management Science, a premier business
school in West Bengal has successfully organized a one day national conference on the theme “New
Paradigms in Management” on 24th August 2019. The conference was both challenging and scintillating in
nature. Challenging is for short span of time for planning & management and scintillating because it has
received an overwhelming response from its intended audience. The conference was organized to brainstorm,
create, network and disseminate the current management practice and knowledge exercised currently both in
academia and industry. The conference was held at a time when the management domain itself going through
a transition moment. The evolution, also called as Industry 4.0, thus needed to be identified and
comprehended both by the practitioner and thought leader. This conference has successfully achieved this
target by an overwhelming response from the industry-academia in the form of galaxy of speakers, double
panel discussions and scholastic presentations from myriad fields of over four dozen in number.
The conference consisted of plenary sessions and parallel sessions and included the following topics:
1.

Industry 4.0 – Imperative for B School Education

2.

Management Education in India

3.

Integration of Technology and Business Strategies

4.

Industry – Institute partnership

5.

Financial Institutes and Markets

6.

Challenges of Marketing in digitalized era

7.

Entrepreneurship

8.

Human Resource Management

9.

Logistics and Supply Chain Management

10.

Application of Analytics in Management

11.

Energy and Environment Management

12.

Sustainability, Values, Ethics and Social Responsibility in Management Education

13.

Society, Business and Environment

14.

Cross Cultural Education

15.

Curriculum co-designing/ Customization

The inaugural session was graced by eminent academicians like Dr. Saikat Maitra (Vice Chancellor,
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology-MAKAUT) as the Chief Guest, Dr. Dhrubajyoti
Chattopadhyay (Vice Chancellor, Amity University, Kolkata) as the Guest in Chief, Dr. Priti Ranjan Majhi
(Principal, RCM, Bhubaneswar-Executive Board Member, Eastern Region – AIMS) as the Guest of Honour,
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Dr. Sujata Mangaraj (Director & Dean (Academics) Bhavan’s Centre for Communication & Management,
Bhubaneswar & Regional Vice President, AIMS Eastern Region), Shri. Sitanath Mukhopadhya (Asst.
Director -Dept. of MSME, Govt. of India, Kolkata) as the speakers along with Dr.
R. K. Patra (Principal, BIMS, Executive Board Member, Eastern Region & Organizing Secretary, AIMS)
and other dignitaries.

Inaugural Ceremony with Saraswati Vandana & Lighting of Sacred Lamp
Delivering the Welcome Address at the session, Prof. R. C. Bhattacharya (Chairman, AIMS, West Bengal
Chapter) emphasized on the need of modern learning techniques and curriculum in management education.
He observed, “In modern management education, we have come to know a lot of new techniques have come
like Artificial Intelligence, IOT, etc. and we need to imbibe in our own these kinds of topics, otherwise our
students will fall backward. Also, as per a study by AACSB in the US, a lot of students are opting for STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics), so we should look inside and realize if we need to
include such topics in our curriculums.” Talking about the conference, he said, “We chose the theme of the
conference ‘New Paradigms of Management’, so that we can see the various changes that have been
happening in the world and in India. There is a need for us to relook at our management education and find
out the right strategies. I am sure after today’s deliberations, we should be able to decipher some new ideas
and topics, which we should include in our curriculum to make management education more relevant in
present scenario.”
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In her address, Dr. Sujata Mangaraj (Director& Dean (Academics) Bhavan’s Centre for Communication &
Management, Bhubaneswar & Regional Vice President, AIMS Eastern Region) said, “The Management
education is undergoing a continuous change in pursuit of excellence and delivery of values. Business has
become more complex and competitive, working environment has witnessed numerous changes. While
following the path of change, business schools are compelled to resort to new perspectives in leadership and
prepare future managers to conquer challenges of global business. The emphasis has now moved to a
different arena that include critical thinking abilities, data analytics, digital disruption, innovation, creativity,
social entrepreneurship, etc. In this newly emerging educational universe, we should now recalibrate current
business education model and replacing those which have become obsolete for the industry norms. It is in
this context, AIMS Eastern Region thought it is appropriate to organise the convention, on the theme New
Paradigms of Management Education the new era of Industry 4.0.”

Welcome Address & Dignitary’s Speech
The Conference also hosted two panel discussions and paper presentations. The first panel discussion session
on the topic – ‘Industry 4.0 in the New Era – Imperative for B-Schools’ was participated by Mr. Debargha
Deb (Regional HR, Dabur India Ltd.), Mr. Nadeem Kazim (Group CHRO, Tractor India Ltd.) and Mr.
Sitanath Mukhopadhya (Dept. of MSME) as the speakers. In the second panel discussion session, the
speakers – Mr. Manmeet Singh (Senior Associate Director, Commercial Excellence, Kellogg’s India Ltd.)
and Dr. Chandrima Banerjee (Director, Unigrow Solutions Pvt. Ltd.) with the moderator Prof. (Dr.)
Shantanu Ray (Director, SNU) discussed on the topic – ‘Touch Point to Trust Point’.
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Panel Discussion Sessions
In the post lunch session the conference hosted two parallel agenda – one being the Dean and Director’s
Meeting of the invited B Schools and the other was Research Paper presentation by the scholars. In the Dean
–Director’s meet several collaborative growth agenda has been discussed. Some of them are – inviting the
non-member B Schools, MAKAUT and Private Universities in the region on board of AIMS, persuading
them to accept ATMA score for admissions and encouraging them for collaborative work such as scholar
exchange, FDP, Research grants etc.
In the research presentation part five tracks of presentation has been designed – Marketing, OBHR, Finance,
General Management and Multidisciplinary. Over four dozen of papers has been presented and some of them
are lauded by the respective track chairs for their originality and contemporary relevance such as Green IoT,
Digital Payments, Behavioral finance, Green HR, Sustainable development, Digital pedagogy among them a
few. Some of the best papers will be further reviewed and submitted for the publication in AIMS UGC
Approved Journal. Dr. Priti Ranjan Majhi has assured the same.
The Conference concluded with the Valedictory Session which was graced by Dr. Ajay Pathak (Director,
ICFAI Business School, Kolkata), Dr. Naveen Das (Director, NSHM Business School, Kolkata) and Dr.
Tapas Saha (Director IMS, Kolkata and Treasurer AIMS, Kolkata Chapter). In his concluding remarks Dr.
Naveen Das emphasized on identifying and proposing real life solutions for contemporary problems of the
society by the management students in which he says lies the success and future of the modern time B
School Education. The session was concluded with offering thanks to the team members and with selfie
sessions.
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Track Presentations and audience

Core Team Members
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Some of the testimonials which has been received on request post conference are—
“It was an amazing experience with eminent academic leaders, industry experts, faculty members and very
vibrant students. Your noteworthy contribution to AIMS in particular and Management education in general
is really commendable. I express my heartfelt thanks to you and congratulate you for this great initiatives.”
Dr. Sujata Mangaraj, Vice President, AIMS-Eastern Region
“I congratulate you and all our colleagues including your college team who made the Regional Conference a
great success. Arrangements were excellent. You had to steer clear of all the hurdles and your total effort and
team work was outstanding. I am sure that you will continue to keep this zeal and go forward to encourage
the academic community to work together for the benefit of the society.”
– Dr. R C Bhattacharya, Chairman, AIMS West Bengal Chapter
“Dear Dr. Patra, Thank you for the excellent program organized under your leadership with a vibrant team
members. The arrangements, hospitality and the planning for the conference was done meticulously and
turned out to be a great success.”
---Dr. Dhrubajyoti Chattopadhyay, Vice-Chancellor, Amity University, Kolkata
“The Conference was exceptionally Good throughout and a very learning platform. Wish you will continue
to conduct such good conferences in the future and look forward for further participation.”
— Mr. Samiran Chowdhury, Research Scholar, JIS University, Kolkata.
“Although we have initiated to host the conference but I was in little dilemma for managing such a
mammoth task with a very short span of time where it is very time taking to assimilate and collaborate with
other AIMS colleagues given the fact that the academic session is in full swing everywhere! But my team
has stood up with me, cleared all my doubts and created history by displaying a well-disciplined team work
and efficiency. I am now assured that we can achieve wonders with this team in future.”
— Dr. R K Patra, Principal , Bhavan’s Institute of Management Science, Kolkata and Executive
Board Member , AIMS , Eastern Region and Conference Organizing Secretary.
(This note is prepared by Mr. Biswarup Chatterjee, Assistant Professor-Management, Bhavan’s Institute of
Management Science, Kolkata)
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Media Coverage
Press Releases

Clockwise from the Left
Prabhat Khabar, 25th August 2019; Arthik Lipi, 25th August, 2019; Morning India , 25th August 2019;
Samay Paribartan , 26th August 2019.
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Guidelines for Full Paper Submission for Journal Publication
•

The manuscript should be within minimum 2500-3000 and maximum 3500-4000 words including the references.

•

Title page containing the title of the paper, author’s name, designation, official address, contact phone/fax number,
e-mail address and a brief biographical sketch of the author(s)

•

Abstract of not more than 200 words in italic font type along with the key words

•

Please follow APA style for the referencing and formatting purpose. For more please visit https://apastyle.apa.org/

•

Title should be BOLD, in TIMES NEW ROMAN, with 14Pt. Also 12 Pt. BOLD Headings with sub-headings.
The body of the text should be with 12Pt. Times New Roman. A line gap of 2.0 is required throughout the text.

•

All the figures and tables should be properly captioned and marked and should be included in the form of separate
annexure. Please use quality graphics for the same.

•

In literature reviews, please provide a chronological view of the same. Reviews mostly from current papers are
encouraged.

•

In case of empirical papers please provide a demo filled-in questionnaire or survey link (in case online) for the
paper.

•

Please take care of the plagiarism part while submitting. We are inviting and soliciting an original, never published
and duly cited article which we can proceed for publishing. We may ask for plagiarism report if need arises. Any
manuscript which will have more than the limit of plagiarism percentage will be summarily rejected for the
publication. A copyright form (attached with the mail) is to be returned duly along with the paper.

•

The contributions sent for publication will be referred for blind review. Correspondence and proofs for correction,
if required, will be sent to the first named author unless otherwise indicated. Corrected proofs should be returned
within stipulated days.

•

The final decision on the acceptance or otherwise of the paper rests with the Editorial Board and it depends
entirely on its standard and relevance. The final draft may be subjected to editorial amendment to suit the Journal’s
requirements. The decision about acceptance or otherwise of the paper will be conveyed to author by email.
Soft copy of the paper should be sent through e-mail to the following addresses :
principal@bimskol.org / biswarup@bimskol.org
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